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ABSTRACT
Novel Methods for Microscopic Image Processing,
Analysis, Classication and Compression
Alexander Suhre
Ph.D. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Ahmet Enis Cetin
March 2013
Microscopic images are frequently used in medicine and molecular biology. Many
interesting image processing problems arise after the initial data acquisition
step, since image modalities are manifold. In this thesis, we developed several
algorithms in order to handle the critical pipeline of microscopic image stor-
age/compression and analysis/classication more eciently.
The rst step in our processing pipeline is image compression. Microscopic
images are large in size (e.g. 100K-by-100K pixels), therefore nding ecient
ways of compressing such data is necessary for ecient transmission, storage
and evaluation.
We propose an image compression scheme that uses the color content of a
given image, by applying a block-adaptive color transform. Microscopic images of
tissues have a very specic color palette due to the staining process they undergo
before data acquisition. The proposed color transform takes advantage of this
fact and can be incorporated into widely-used compression algorithms such as
JPEG and JPEG 2000 without creating any overhead at the receiver due to its
iii
DPCM-like structure. We obtained peak signal-to-noise ratio gains up to 0.5 dB
when comparing our method with standard JPEG.
The next step in our processing pipeline is image analysis. Microscopic im-
age processing techniques can assist in making grading and diagnosis of images
reproducible and by providing useful quantitative measures for computer-aided
diagnosis. To this end, we developed several novel techniques for ecient feature
extraction and classication of microscopic images.
We use region co-dierence matrices as inputs for the classier, which have
the main advantage of yielding multiplication-free computationally ecient algo-
rithms. The merit of the co-dierence framework for performing some important
tasks in signal processing is discussed. We also introduce several methods that
estimate underlying probability density functions from data. We use sparsity
criteria in the Fourier domain to arrive at ecient estimates. The proposed
methods can be used for classication in Bayesian frameworks. We evaluated
the performance of our algorithms for two image classication problems: Dis-
criminating between dierent grades of follicular lymphoma, a medical condition
of the lymph system, as well as dierentiating several cancer cell lines from each
another. Classication accuracies over two large data sets (270 images for follic-
ular lymphoma and 280 images for cancer cell lines) were above 98%.
Keywords: Image compression, feature extraction, pattern recognition, kernel
density estimation, region covariance matrix
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OZET
M_IKROSKOP_IK _IMGE _ISLEME, ANAL_IZ, SINIFLANDIRMA
VE SIKISTIRMA _IC _IN YEN_I YONTEMLER
Alexander Suhre
Elektrik ve Elektronik Muhendisligi Bolumu Doktora
Tez Yoneticisi: Prof. Dr. Ahmet Enis Cetin
Mart 2013
Mikroskopik imgeler tp biliminde ve molekuler biyoloji alannda sklkla kul-
lanlr. _Imge ozellikleri degiskenlik gosterdigi icin de pek cok ilgi cekici imge
isleme problemleri ortaya ckar. Bu tezde, mikroskopik imge depolama/skstrma
ve analiz/snandrma surecini ele almak icin baz algoritmalar gelistirdik.
Surecimizdeki ilk adm imge skstrmadr. Mikroskopik imgelerin boyut-
lar buyuktur (ornegin 100K'ya 100K piksel). Dolaysyla da, bu imgelerin ver-
imli bir sekilde iletimi, saklanmas ve degerlendirilebilmesi icin etkin skstrma
yontemlerinin gelistirilmesi gereklidir.
Verilen bir imgenin renk icerigini kullanarak blok-uyarlamal renk donusumu
uygulayan bir imge skstrma yontemi oneriyoruz. Veri ediminden once uygu-
lanan boyama sureci sebebiyle dokularn mikroskopik imgeleri kendine ozgu bir
renk paletine sahiptir. Onerdigimiz renk donusumu bu ozellikten faydalanr ve
JPEG ya da JPEG 2000 gibi yaygn olarak kullanlan skstrma algoritmalarna
eklenebilir. Bu ekleme alcda DPCM'e benzer yaps yuzunden ek bir yuk ge-
tirmez. Bu yontemle, standart JPEG ile kyaslaynca sinyal-gurultu orannda 0.5
dB'ye varan miktarda arts elde ettik.
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Surecimizdeki sonraki adm imge analizidir. Mikroskopik imge isleme
teknikleri imgelerin snandrmasn ve islenmesini tekrarlanabilir klar ve bil-
gisayar destekli teshiste faydal saysal olcekler saglar. Bu amacla, etkili oznitelik
ckarma ve mikroskopik imge snandrlmas icin cesitli yeni teknikler gelistirdik.
Burada carpma gerektirmeyen, hesaplama acsndan verimli algoritmalar kul-
lanma avantajn saglayan, alan tabanl es-farkllk matrislerini snandrcya
girdi olarak verme yontemini kullanyoruz. Es-farkllk matrisleri cercevesinin,
isaret islemedeki temel bir takm islerin yaplmasndaki onemini tartsyoruz.
Ayrca altta yatan olaslk yogunluk fonksiyonlarn veriden tahmin eden bir
takm yontemler oneriyoruz. Fourier duzlemindeki seyreklik kriterlerini etkili
tahminlere ulasmakta kullanyoruz. Onerdigimiz yontemler Bayes cercevesinde
snandrma icin kullanlabilir. Algoritmalarmzn performansn iki imge
snandrma probleminde degerlendirdik: Folikuler lenfomann farkl derecelerini
ayrt etmek ve bir takm kanser hucre dizilerini birbirinden ayrmak. _Iki buyuk
veri setinde (folikuler lenfoma icin 270 imge ve kanser hucre dizileri icin 280 imge)
snandrma dogrulugu %98'in uzerindedir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: imge skstrma, oznitelik ckarm, oruntu tanma, cekirdek
yogunluk kestirimi (KDE), alan degisinti matrisi.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
"He is an optician, daily having to deal with the microscope, tele-
scope, and other inventions for sharpening our natural sight, thus
enabling us mortals (as I once heard an eccentric put it) liberally to
enlarge the eld of our essential ignorance."
Herman Melville, Inscription Epistolary to W. Clark Russell
Vision is arguably one of the most important senses that human beings rely
on. However, human vision has only limited resolution and bandwidth. To
overcome these limitations has been a steady endeavor of science and engineering
from its very beginnings.
The origins of microscopy can be traced back as far as the year 1000 with the
rst descriptions of concave and convex lenses. In 1595, William Borel delivered
the rst description of a compound microscope built by the Dutch spectacle-
maker Hans Jansen and his son Zacharias. The rst detailed scientic study
of microscopy dates back to Robert Hooke's milestone book "Micrographia" in
1665 [5]. In 1873, Abbe published his landmark paper [6], nding the relation
of the smallest resolvable distance between two points given the wavelength of
the imaging light when using a conventional microscope. This diraction limit
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was accepted as the ruling paradigm for imaging until the introduction of sub-
diraction imaging in the early 2000s [7]. Abbe's ndings were instrumental in
developing the rst uorescent microscope in 1911 by Oskar Heimstaedt [8]. In
1935, Frits Zernike discovered the principle of phase contrast [9]. The advent of
the confocal microscope in 1961 [10] allowed researchers to witness a new level of
optical resolution. Confocal microscopy can also be used for three-dimensional
reconstruction of the sample [11]. Of special interest for image processing prac-
titioners may be the deconvolution-type algorithms in microscopy [12]. An in-
formative overview of the milestones of microscopy is provided in [13].
To illustrate the scope of this thesis, let us rst discuss what it is not. This
thesis does not deal with the actual image acquisition process of microscopic
images. Data was provided by collaborators, e.g., the molecular biology depart-
ment of Bilkent University, using state-of-the-art imaging systems. The problems
that will be adressed in this thesis are therefore issues that arise after imaging
and mostly deal with the analysis of the information contained in the images
at hand, i.e., the whole processing pipeline of microscopic images, consisting of
compression, analysis and classication.
Depending on the sample under observation, we will deal with a large variety
of image modalities, from which a variety of image processing problems arise.
Example images are shown in Figures 2.2 (a), 3.1 and 6.1. We ask the following
question: Can the specic features of microscopic images, such as color con-
tent and morphology be used for more ecient compression and classication?
The short answer is a resounding \yes". The long answer will be given in the
remainder of this thesis.
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1.2 Microscopic Image Compression
As the amount of digitally stored data is increasing rapidly [14], data compres-
sion is a topic that needs to be adressed. The National Institute of Health (NIH)
in America issued a call for proposals on the problem of compression of micro-
scopic image data in April 2009. Recent advances in technology have enabled
researchers to digitize pathological whole-slides at high magnications (e.g. at
40x). Resulting color microscopic images are large in size (e.g. 100K-by-100K).
Therefore, nding ecient ways of compressing such data is necessary for ecient
transmission, storage and evaluation.
Currently, standard image compression methods such as JPEG or JPEG 2000
are used for microscopic image compression. The DCT-based \lossy" JPEG
standard [15] has proven to be the most widely accepted technique in modern
day applications, thus making the very term JPEG a household name. JPEG,
however, was designed and performs best for so-called \natural" images. For
example, it uses color transforms of the YUV avor, in which the luminance
component holds most of the energy, compared to the other two chroma com-
ponents. The weighting coecients in these color transform matrices model the
human visual system (HVS). For other, most notably medical, applications this
strict assumption on the color content of the given image may not be valid. This
is due to the fact that images of tissue are usually stained with certain dyes [16].
For example, tissue samples showing dierent follicular lymphoma grades are
stained using haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) dyes. Haematoxylin stains cell nu-
clei blue, while eosin stains cytoplasm, connective tissue and other extracellular
substances pink or red. The respective color content of those images is therefore
signicantly dierent from the color content of \natural scene" images.
The motivation of our research here is to nd an ecient method to represent
the color content of a given image in a way that can be integrated with widely
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used compression schemes such as JPEG and JPEG 2000. In this thesis, we
developed a weight-based color transformation method for microscopic images,
that takes the image specic color-content into account and can replace standard
color transforms in JPEG and other compression schemes. In the conducted tests
the proposed method yielded an increase in PSNR value up to 0.15 dB for natural
images and up to 0.5 dB for microscopic images, compared to standard JPEG.
1.3 Microscopic Image Analysis
To this day, analysis of microscopic images of human tissues remains the most
reliable way of diagnosing and grading several illnesses, e.g., cancer. Our work on
the classication and rating of microscopic images is motivated by the fact that
there is signicant inter- and intra-rater variability in the grading and diagnosis of
these illnesses from image data by human experts. Computer-aided classication
can assist the experts in making their grading and diagnosis reproducible, while
additionally providing useful quantitative measures.
One of the rst applications of computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) was digital
mammography in the early 1990's [17], [18]. CAD has become a part of routine
clinical detection of breast cancer on mammograms at many screening sites and
hospitals [19] in the United States. Interest in research of medical imaging and
diagnostic radiology has increased since then. Given modern day computing re-
sources, computer-aided image analysis can play its part in facilitating disease
classication. Using CAD makes also sense when considering another issue: It
has been estimated that roughly 80% of all yearly prostate biopsies in the U.S.A.
are benign [20], which means that pathologists spend a larg amount of their
time sieving through benign tissue. If CAD could help pathologists to analyse
benign tissue faster, a signicant amount of time and money could be saved.
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The authors of [20] wrote: \Researchers in both the image analysis and pathol-
ogy elds have recognized the importance of quantitative analysis of pathology
images. Since most current pathology diagnosis is based on the subjective (but
educated) opinion of pathologists, there is clearly a need for quantitative image-
based assessment of digital pathology slides." Applications are in cancer research.
Similar techniques can also be used for problems arising in molecular biology.
1.3.1 Feature Extraction
The rst step of most image interpretation problems including microscopic im-
age processing is feature extraction [21]. Feature vectors represent or summarize
a given image. In many problems, image classication is then performed using
the feature vectors instead of actual pixel values. Microscopic images are large
in size, which requires the feature extraction process to be computationally e-
cient in order not to rely on supercomputers or computer clusters in the future.
Furthermore, the proper choice of feature vectors is crucial.
One problem in this context is not to be underestimated: Humans' concept of
the world is inherently object-based, while in image processing we deal with the
real world's pixel-based representation. However, human experts describe and
understand images in terms of such rather abstract objects. A pathologist, e.g.,
will describe his or her diagnosis criteria in terms of notions like \nucleus" and
\cell." Establishing the link between the \object" and its pixel representation
in the image is not straight-forward. Research on useful features for disease
classication has often been inspired by visual attributes dened by clinicians as
particularly important for disease grading and diagnosis. This ultimately means
that the image processing specialist has to learn these features from a seasoned
pathologist and thereby become similarily well-skilled in pathology. This may
involve a long, iterative process. However, model complexity can not be increased
endlessly without the risk of overtting [22]. One may also ask if it is always
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wise to try to mimick the process of a pathologist step-by-step or if a set of low-
level features paired with an ecient classier may result in a better performing
sytem. We will introduce such an approach in Chapter 3.
One of the most promising feature extraction methods in recent years has
been the region covariance method, which was successfully used in image texture
classication and object recognition [23]. Region covariance method features are
extensively used in texture classication and recognition in image and video.
Given a feature vector of an image region, a covariance matrix is constructed,
thereby measuring the interplay of the given features. Covariance matrix com-
putation for N features is of order O(N2), due to the extensive number of vector
multiplications involved. As mentioned above, the size of microscopic image data
requires the feature extraction process to be computationally ecient. The so-
called region co-dierence matrices serve the same purposes as region covariance
matrices and exhibit similar performance but do no rely on the multiplication op-
erator [24]. Texture classication techniques like this can be used for microscopic
images to classify them into groups and recognize specic types of diseases. We
present frameworks based on these ideas in Chapter 3 (for region covariance)
and Chapter 6 (for region co-dierence). For a further in-depth review of feature
extraction for microscopic images, the reader may consult [20].
1.4 Microscopic Image Classication
After feature extraction has been carried out successfully, classication is per-
formed. The problems to be solved can range from binary classication within
a given image, e.g., segmentation of pixels into foreground and background, to
discrimination of several images into a set of classes. A large amount of literature
on classication schemes exists [25]. The Bayes classier minimises the probabil-
ity of misclassication [26], but it requires an estimate of the likelihood function
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of the data. However, this function is usually unknown. Histograms of the data
can be used for this purpose, but due to the limited amount of data, these will
be rather poor estimates of the underlying probability density functions (PDFs).
In fact, smoothing the histograms will result in more desirable estimates [27].
We will present several algorithms in order to achieve this task.
1.4.1 Follicular Lymphoma Classication Using Sparsity
Smoothing
The rst microscopic image classication problem that we will discuss deals with
follicular lymphoma (FL). FL is a group of malignancies of lymphocyte origin
that arise from lymph nodes, spleen and bone marrow in the lymphatic system in
most cases and is the second most common non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. FL can be
dierentiated from all other subtypes of lymphoma by the presence of a follicular
or nodular pattern of growth presented by follicle center B cells consisting of cen-
trocytes and centroblasts. In practice, FL grading process often depends on the
number of centroblasts counted within representative follicles, resulting in three
dierent grades describing the severity of the disease. Although reliable clini-
cal risk stratication tools are available for FL, the optimal choice of treatment
continues to depend heavily on morphology-based histological grading.
Current microscopic image classication systems for FL consist of follicle de-
tection using immunohistochemical (IHC) images, image registration, follicle de-
tection using haematoxylin-eosin (H & E) stained images, centroblast detection,
and false positive elimination [28]. Therefore, microscopic image analysis for this
disease involves many algorithmic components. Optimal and robust functioning
of each of these components is important for the overall accuracy of the nal
system.
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In Chapter 3, a dierent approach in terms of feature extraction and classi-
cation was chosen. The philosophy behind this is the following: Features that
pathologists and molcecular biologists are interested in with respect to biomed-
ical images are oftentimes hard to model on an image level. If, however, it is
known that the feature in question can be decomposed into several low-level com-
ponents, but their interplay in a particular instance of a feature may be unknown,
the covariance of these features may help in classifying the feature correctly.
In Chapter 3, we wish to classify images of the three dierent grades of
FL. In order to carry out classication of the computed features we need to
estimate their underlying likelihood functions. Such functions tend to be smooth
functions, i.e., they are sparse in the Fourier domain. We introduce a novel
classication algorithm that imposes sparsity on the likelihood estimate in an
iterative manner. The transform domain in which we will impose sparsity is the
discrete cosine transform (DCT), because of its energy compaction property [29].
Once an estimate of the likelihood function is found, a Bayes classier can be used
for the nal classication. Classication accuracies for our proposed methods
were above 98% for all three FL grades.
1.4.2 Bandwidth Selection in Kernel Density Estimation
using Fourier Domain Constraints
We believe that using sparsity in PDF estimation can be a powerful tool. In
fact a wide range of literature on the issue of sparsity exists, especially within
the context of what is commonly referred to as \compressive sensing" (CS) [30].
CS is a technique in which an ill-conditioned system like Ax = b, where A
does not have full-rank, can be solved uniquely with high probability. This,
however, can only be achieved if the data x is sparse in some basis. One can
measure sparsity by computing the signal's l0 norm. Unfortunately, minimizing
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an expression including the l0 norm is non-deterministic polynomial-time (NP)
hard. Therefore, one usually uses the l1 norm as a sparsity restriction for a
minimization.
In Chapter 4, we will not use full CS-type algorithms but we will impose
sparsity in the Fourier domain on the PDF estimates for kernel density estimation
(KDE), via minimization of the l1 norm. In KDE, a PDF can be estimated from
data using a kernel function, the most popular of which is the Gaussian kernel.
A crucial problem here is how to choose the the bandwidth of the kernel or, in
case of the Gaussian kernel, its standard deviation . In case the  is chosen too
large or too small, the resultant PDF will be over-smoothed or under-smoothed,
respectively. In the statistics community, many algorithms have been developed
to estimate a proper bandwidth. The common opinion here is that so-called
\plug-into-the-equation" type estimators [31] outperform other approaches [32].
These types of algorithms iteratively update their estimates, but initially rely on
an estimate from a parametric family, the so-called \pilot estimate". A concern
that is voiced frequently in the statistics community [33] is that the pilot estimate
may be computed under wrong assumptions. In this thesis, we are interested
in nding approaches to the described problem by using the Fourier domain
properties of the data. Similar approaches are to the best of our knowledge absent
in the literature. We present an algorithm that outperforms the traditional
method by Sheather for dierent lengths of data. In our simulations the proposed
method resulted in Kullback-Leibler divergence gains of up to 2dB.
1.4.3 Image Thresholding using Mixtures of Gaussians
Image segmentation is an important part of image understanding. The most
basic problem here is segmentation of the pixels into foreground and background.
This is usually accomplished by choosing an appropiate threshold [34]. The
resultant binary image can be used as input for more advanced segmentation
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algorithms [35]. Therefore, the quality of the nal segmentation in that case will
largely depend on the initial threshold choice, which is why image thresholding
can only be considered a \basic" problem at rst sight. In microscopic images,
thresholding can be used to nd the outline of cell organels within the nucleus.
Examples are shown in Figures 5.5-5.8.
In order to estimate a threshold in a simple foreground-background image
segmentation problem, mixtures of Gaussians can also be used. To this end
we present an algorithm that outperforms the widely used method by Otsu [36]
in Chapter 5. Image histogram thresholding is carried out using the likelihood
of a mixture of Gaussians. In the proposed approach, a PDF of the data is
estimated using Gaussian kernel density estimation in an iterative manner, using
the method from Chapter 4. The threshold is found by iteratively computing
a mixture of Gaussians for the two clusters. This process is aborted when the
current bin is assigned to a dierent cluster than its predecessor. The method is
self-adjusting and does not involve an exhaustive search. Visual examples of our
segmentation versus Otsu's thresholding method are presented. We evaluated the
merit of our method on a dataset of 49 images with groundtruth segmentations.
For a given metric our proposed method yielded up to 10% better segmentations
than Otsu's method.
1.4.4 Cancer Cell Line Classication using Co-Dierence
Operators
Cancer cell lines (CCL) are widely used for research purposes in laboratories
all over the world. They represent dierent generations of cancer cells that are
usually grown in a laboratory environment and whose bio-chemical properties
are well known. Molecular biologists use CCLs in their experiments for testing
the eects of certain drugs on a given form of cancer. However, during those
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experiments the identity of the CCLs have to be conrmed several times. The
traditional way of accomplishing this is to use short tandem repeat (STR) anal-
ysis. This is a costly process and has to be carried out by an expert. Computer-
assisted classication of CCLs can alleviate the burden of manual labeling and
help cancer research. In Chapter 6, we present a novel computerized method for
cancer cell line image classication.
The aim is to automatically classify 14 dierent classes of cell lines including
7 classes of breast and 7 classes of liver cancer cells. Microscopic images con-
taining irregular carcinoma cell patterns are represented by subwindows which
correspond to foreground pixels. The images of the CCLs contain a large num-
ber of dierent junctions and corners, whose orientation is random. To quantify
these directional variations, a region covariance/co-dierence descriptor utiliz-
ing the dual-tree complex wavelet transform (DT-CWT) coecients and several
morphological attributes was computed. Directionally selective DT-CWT fea-
ture parameters are preferred primarily because of their ability to characterize
edges at multiple orientations which is the characteristic feature of carcinoma
cell line images. A support vector machine (SVM) with radial basis function
(RBF) kernel was employed for nal classication. The proposed system can be
used as a reliable decision maker for laboratory studies. Our tool provides an
automated, time- and cost-ecient analysis of cancer cell morphology to classify
dierent cancer cell lines using image-processing techniques, which can be used
as an alternative to the costly STR analysis.
In order to achieve this result, a new framework for signal processing is intro-
duced. It is based on a novel vector product denition that permits a multiplier-
free implementation. In this framework, a new product of two real numbers is
dened as the sum of their absolute values, with the sign determined by the
product of the two hard-limited numbers. This new product of real numbers is
used to dene a similar product of vectors in RN . The new vector product of two
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identical vectors reduces to a scaled version of the l1 norm of the vector. The
main advantage of this framework is that it yields multiplication-free computa-
tionally ecient algorithms for performing some important tasks in microscopic
image processing. This is necessary to achieve an almost-real time processing
of microscopic images, where computer-aided analysis can provide results within
seconds, compared to minutes when a human being carries out the same task. In
research environments, a speed-up on such a scale will help medical doctors or
molecular biologists signicantly. Over a dataset of 280 images, we achieved an
accuracy above 98%, which outperforms the classical covariance-based methods.
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Chapter 2
MICROSCOPIC IMAGE
COMPRESSION
Image compression is a well-established and extensively studied eld in the sig-
nal processing and communication communities. Although the \lossy" JPEG
standard [15] is one of the most widely accepted image compression techniques
in modern day applications, its resulting delity can be improved. It is a well
known fact that JPEG compression standard is optimized for natural images.
More specically the color transformation stage is designed in such a way that,
it favors the color components to which the human visual system (HSV) is more
sensitive in general. However, using one xed color transformation for all types
of natural images or even for all the blocks of an image may not be the most
ecient way.
One possible idea is to nd a color transform that represents the RGB com-
ponents in a more ecient manner and can thereby replace the well-known RGB-
to-YCbCr or RGB-to-YUV color transforms, used by most practitioners. Usually
such approaches aim at reducing the correlation between the color channels [37].
An optimal solution would be to use Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT), see [38].
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However, in KLT there is an underlying wide-sense stationary random process
assumption which may not be valid in natural images. This is because autocor-
relation values of the image have to be estimated to construct the KLT matrix,
since most natural images cannot be considered as wide-sense stationary random
processes, due to edges and dierent objects. A single auto-correlation sequence
cannot represent a given image. Another approach to an optimal color space
projection on a four-dimensional colorspace was developed in [39]. The follow-
ing literature survey aims at establishing today's state of the art in the area of
microscopic image compression for medical purposes.
Okurma et al. [40] studied the characteristics of pathological microscopic
images (PMI). Although colorless by nature, sample images are prepared by using
special dyes producing color. When comparing these sample images with natural
images based on CIE chromaticity diagrams, it was shown that PMI are more
concentrated around specic color components than their natural counterparts.
Nakachi et al. [41] developed a full-grown coding scheme for PMI. They avoid
the eects of chrominance downsampling by using a Karhunen-Loeve Transform
(KLT), its main advantages being to reduce correlation between RGB color-
components and biasing the signal energy between the transformed components.
Ladder networks are used to implement KLT. Experiments show that the KL-
transformed images have lower entropy than their RGB or YCbCr counterparts.
The actual coding process involves a S+P transform followed by a SPIHT coder
for each transformed component.
A much larger branch of research activities on ecient coding of medical
images involve wavelet approaches to the problem. Ref. [42] oers a clear intro-
duction to the eld.
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Manduca [43] presented a study comparing the performance of JPEG, stan-
dard wavelet (using run-length and arithmetic coding) as well as wavelet trans-
form followed by a SPIHT coding method. For four dierent images (`Lena',
MRI, CT and X-ray) and compression ratios from 10:1 up to 40:1, the RMS
errors of the three methods was compared resulting in a distinguishably bet-
ter performance of SPIHT, followed by standard wavelet compression and lastly
normal JPEG.
Arya et al. [44] use a vector quantisation approach for coding medical image
sequences. Using interframe correlation by applying a 3-D vector scheme yields
signicantly higher PSNR values than baseline H.261 video codec. Oguz and
Cetin also used video coders to compress MRI images in the past [45]. Since our
research is dedicated to single images and not sequences of such, an approach
like this was not further investigated.
Gormish et al. introduced their CREW compression system in [46]. This
system is lossless and idempotent, using a customised reversible color transform,
a wavelet transform and a quantization via alignment routine, in which the fre-
quency bands are "aligned" following a selectable rule. CREW has a tagged le
format, that also contains information about importance levels of certain regions
and not only pixel data. Experimental results show a compression gain of about
10% in Bits/Pixel. Note that this study aims not particularily at medical, but
general high quality images.
Zamora et al. [47] worked on a particular problem, namely compression of
images showing osteoporotic bone. They exploit certain properties of the image
data, namely its small variance in color. For that reason run-length coding is a
well-suited approach to coding these types of images. Data given by the authors
conrms that run-length coding, though quite a simple technique, is competible
with adaptive arithmetic coding, which again can achieve entropy values very
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close to the input data's entropy. Assuming a six-color model for the input data
compression ratios can go up to 100:1 with low computational eort.
A new transform based on the color content of a given image is developed
in this chapter. The proposed transform can be used as part of the JPEG im-
age coding standard, as well as part of other image and video coding methods,
including the methods described in [48], [49] and [50].
2.1 Algorithm
A typical colorspace transform can be represented by a matrix multiplication as
follows: 0BBB@
D
E
F
1CCCA = T 
0BBB@
R
G
B
1CCCA ; (2.1)
where T = [tij]33 is the transform matrix, while R, G and B represent the
red, green and blue color components of a given pixel, respectively, and D, E,
F represent the transformed values, see [51] and [52]. For example, JPEG uses
luminance-chrominance type colorspace transforms and chooses the coecients
in T accordingly. Examples for these include RGB-to-YCbCr [53], as dended
in JPEG File Interchange Format (JFIF), as well as RGB-to-YUV and a digital
version of RGB-to-Y'CbCr from CCIR 601 Standard that are used in our ex-
periments as baseline color transforms. Their respective transform matrices are
given by
T0RGB to Y CbCr =
0BBB@
0:299 0:587 0:114
 0:169  0:331 0:500
0:500  0:419  0:081
1CCCA ; (2.2)
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T0RGB to Y 0CbCr =
0BBB@
0:257 0:504 0:098
 0:148  0:291 0:439
0:439  0:368  0:071
1CCCA ; (2.3)
and
T0RGB to Y UV =
0BBB@
0:299 0:587 0:114
 0:147  0:289 0:436
0:615  0:515  0:100
1CCCA : (2.4)
The Y component of the resultant image is usually called the luminance
component, carrying most of the information, while the Cb and Cr components,
or U V components, respectively, are called the chrominance components.
In our approach, we manipulate the luminance component, while leaving
the chrominance components as they are, i.e., only the coecients in the rst
row of the T-matrix are modied. The second and third rows of the matrix
remain unaltered because in natural images, almost all of the image's energy is
concentrated in the Y component [54]. As a result, most of the bits are allocated
to the Y component. Consider this: The image `01', from the Kodak dataset [55]
used in our experiments, is coded with 2.03 bits per pixel (bpp) using standard
JPEG with a quality factor of 80%. The PSNR is 33.39 dB. The Y component
is coded with 1.76 bpp, while the chrominance components are coded with 0.27
bpp. Similarily, the `Barbara' image from our expanded dataset is coded with
1.69 bpp and a PSNR of 32.98 dB, when coded with a quality factor of 80%.
The Y component is coded with 1.38 bpp, while the chrominance components
are coded with 0.31 bpp.
Recent methods of color transform design include [56], [57] and [58], but all
of these methods try to optimize their designs over the entire image. However,
dierent parts of a typical natural image may have dierent color characteristics.
To overcome this problem, a block adaptive method taking advantage of the local
color features of an image is proposed. In each block of the image, coecients
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of the color transform are determined from the previously compressed neighbor-
ing blocks using weighted sums of the RGB pixel values, making the transform
specic to that particular block.
We calculate the coecients t11, t12, t13 of the rst row of the color transform
matrix, using the color content of the previous blocks in the following manner:
t11 =
1
2

 
t011 +
PM
i=1
PN
j=1 I(i; j; 1)PM
k=1
PN
l=1
P3
p=1 I(k; l; p)
!
; (2.5)
t12 =
1
2

 
t012 +
PM
i=1
PN
j=1 I(i; j; 2)PM
k=1
PN
l=1
P3
p=1 I(k; l; p)
!
(2.6)
and
t13 =
1
2

 
t013 +
PM
i=1
PN
j=1 I(i; j; 3)PM
k=1
PN
l=1
P3
p=1 I(k; l; p)
!
; (2.7)
where I denotes a three-dimensional, discrete RGB image composed of the used
subimage blocks, which are to be discussed below,M andN denote the number of
rows and columns of the subimage block, respectively, and t01j denotes the element
in the 1-st row and the j-th column of the 3-by-3 baseline color transform matrix,
e.g. RGB-to-YCbCr. Normally, M and N are equal to 8 if only the previous
block is used in JPEG coding.
Equations (2.5)-(2.7) have to be computed for each image block, therefore,
the proposed transform changes for each block of the image. The extra overhead
of encoding the color transform matrix can be easily avoided by borrowing an
idea from standard DPCM coding in which predictor coecients are estimated
from encoded signal samples. In other words, there is no need to transmit or store
the transform coecients because they are estimated from previously encoded
blocks. However, the specic 3-by-3 color transform matrix for a given block
has to be inverted at the decoder. The computational cost for the inversion
of a N-by-N matrix is usually given as O(N3), however this is valid only in an
asymptotic sense. For 3-by-3 matrices, a closed form expression exists, where the
inverse can be found using 36 multiplications and 12 additions. In our case where
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we only alter the rst row of the color transform matrix, this narrows down to
24 multiplications and 6 additions.
Since the color transform matrix is data specic, one may ask how numerically
well-conditioned it is. A common technique to measure this is the condition
number of a matrix. The condition number is dened as the ratio of the largest to
the smallest singular value of the singular value decomposition (SVD) of a given
matrix [59]. A condition number with value close to 1 indicates a numerically
stable behaviour of the matrix, i.e., it has full rank and is invertible. In order to
investigate this, the condition number for each transform matrix of each block of
the Kodak dataset was computed. Those results are averaged and can be seen
alongside the values of the baseline transform matrices in Table 2.1. We nd
that for the given dataset, the condition number of our transform is in fact lower
than the respective condition number of the baseline transform. It may also be
of interest if our modied transform increases the interchannel correlation. In
order to investigate this, the correlation coecients ij, denoting the correlation
between the i-th and j-th channel of a color transformed image, were calculated
for the baseline transform matrices and for the modied transform matrices over
the whole Kodak dataset. The average results can be seen in Table 2.2. We nd
that for the given dataset, the correlation between channels was not signicantly
increased by our method.
Baseline Condition Condition
Color Number Number
Transform Baseline Our Transform
YCbCr 1.75 1.41  0.07
Y'CbCr 1.75 1.38  0.08
YUV 2.00 1.72  0.05
Table 2.1: The condition numbers of the baseline transforms and the mean and
standard deviations of the condition number of our transforms for the Kodak
dataset.
In most cameras, image blocks are raster-scanned from the sensor and blocks
are fed to a JPEG encoder one by one [48]. For the rst block of the image, the
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Color 12 13 23
Transform
YCbCr -0.0008  0.2250 -0.0436  0.1308 -0.1683  0.2372
Y'CbCr -0.0006  0.2260 -0.0444  0.1306 -0.1691  0.2369
YUV -0.0008  0.2264 -0.0444  0.1308 -0.1696  0.2378
Our YCbCr 0.0087  0.2255 0.0043  0.1308 -0.1683  0.2337
Our Y'CbCr 0.0096  0.2263 0.0073  0.1306 -0.1691  0.2337
Our YUV 0.0087  0.2269 0.0041  0.1308 -0.1696  0.2343
Table 2.2: Mean and standard deviations of the correlation coecients ij for
the baseline color transforms and our transforms as computed over the Kodak
dataset.
baseline color transform is used and the right-hand side of Equations (2.5)-(2.7)
are computed from encoded-decoded color pixel values. For the second image
block these color transform coecients are inserted into the rst row of the
baseline color transform and it is encoded. The color content of the second block
is also computed from encoded-decoded pixel values and used in the coding of
the third block. Due to the raster-scanning, the correlation between neighboring
blocks is expected to be high, therefore, for a given image block, the color content
of its neighboring blocks is assumed to be a good estimate of its own color
content. Furthermore, we are not restricted to use a single block to estimate the
color transform parameters. We can also use image blocks of previously encoded
upper rows as shown in Figure 2.1 in which shaded blocks represent previously
encoded blocks and the black shaded block is the current block. The neighboring
blocks marked by an arrow are used for the prediction of the current block.
In [60] an adaptive scheme is presented in which the encoder selects for each
block of the image between the RGB, YCoCg and a simple green, red-dierence
and blue-dierence color spaces. This decision is signaled to the decoder as side
information. Our method, however, does not require any transmission of side
information to the receiver.
The current block's color content may be signicantly dierent from previ-
ously scanned blocks. In such blocks we simply use the baseline color transform.
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Figure 2.1: A general description of our prediction scheme. To predict the color
content of the black-shaded image block, color contents of previously encoded
gray-shaded blocks, marked by arrows, are used. Figure reproduced from Refer-
ence [1] with permission.
Such a situation may occur if the current block includes an edge. We determine
these blocks by comparing the color content with a threshold, as follows
1
2
 jjxc   xpjj1 > ; (2.8)
where xc is the normalised weight vector of the current block's chrominance
channels, xp is the mean vector of the chrominance channels' weights for all
the neighboring blocks used in the prediction and  is the similarity threshold.
The l1 norm was chosen due to its low computational cost. Note that in our
predicition scheme we are not changing the chrominance channels. Therefore, we
can use these for estimating the color content of the previous and current blocks,
regardless of the changes we make in the luminance channel. The threshold is
chosen after investigating the values of the left hand side of Equation 2.8 for the
Kodak dataset and calculating its mean and standard deviation.  is then chosen
according to
 = b +   b; (2.9)
where b and b denote the mean and standard deviation of the left hand side of
Equation 2.8, respectively.  can take values between 2 and 3, since we assume a
Gaussian model for the left hand side of Equation 2.8. In a Gaussian distribution,
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about 95.4% of the values are within two standard deviations around the mean
(b  2  b), and about 99.7% of the values lie within 3 standard deviations
around the mean (b  3  b). Therefore, in Equation 2.8 we intend to measure
if the l1 norm of the dierence between the weight vectors of the current and
the previous block lies within an interval of 2-3 standard deviations of the mean
value. If it doesn't, we assume that it is an outlier and therefore use the baseline
color transform. In Section 2.2 we investigate the performance of several  values.
Due to our prediction scheme, no additional information on the color trans-
form needs to be encoded by implementing a decoder inside the encoder as in
standard DPCM signal encoding. It should be also pointed out that optimized
color transform designs of [56], [57] and [58] can be also used in our DPCM-like
coding strategy. Instead of estimating the color transform over the entire image
the transform coecients can be determined in the previously processed blocks
as described above. The goal of this chapter is to introduce the block-adaptive
color transform concept within the framework of JPEG and MPEG family of
video coding standards. Therefore, a heuristic and computationally simple color
transform design approach is proposed in Equations (2.5)-(2.7). Since only the
rst row of the transform is modied it is possible to use the binary encoding
schemes of JPEG and MPEG coders.
2.2 Experimental Studies and Results
A dataset of 42 images was used in our experiments. This includes the Kodak
dataset, 10 high-resolution images (`1pmw', `ATI', `DCTA', `Gl Boggs', vHuva-
hendhoo', `Patrick', `PMW', `LagoonVilla', `Lake June', `Sunset Water Suite'),
the microscopic image `Serous-02' [2] and the standard test images `Lenna', `Ba-
boon', `Goldhill', `Boats', `Pepper', `Airplane' and `Barbara'. The high-resolution
images have dimensions ranging from 1650-by-1458 to 2356-by-1579. The JPEG
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coder available in the imwrite function of MATLAB R was used in our experi-
ments. The color transformation stage of the baseline JPEG was replaced with
the proposed form of transformation. The weights of Equations (2.5)-(2.7) were
computed using the previously processed blocks neighboring the current block
as shown in Figure 2.1.
We show several tables, in which we alter the  value of Equation 2.9. We
chose  to be 2, 2.5 and 3, as explained in Section 2.1. The results can be seen
in Tables 2.3-2.5. The results for using no threshold at all, i.e., the whole image
being coded by our method, can be seen in Table 2.6. Note that the  threshold
from Equation 2.8 was computed using the data from the Kodak dataset but still
performs well on the 18 additional images.
The PSNR-Gain of our method over the baseline color transform was mea-
sured at ve dierent compression ratios (CR), spread over the whole rate range,
for each image. The averages of these gain values are shown in the tables. Ad-
ditionally, the mean of all these gain values is presented for the whole dataset.
Furthermore, a success rate for the dataset is given. The decision for a success
is binary and is made in case the average gain value of a given image is positive.
These results show that, on average, the proposed method produces better results
than the baseline JPEG algorithm using the RGB-to-YCbCr, RGB-to-YUV or
RGB-to-Y'CbCr matrices, respectively. Using the threshold from Equation 2.8
yields better results than using no theshold. On average, our method used with
Y'CbCr yields the best compression gain. This tendency can be seen in most im-
ages. The two images were the performance of our method is the worst are images
`3' and `23'. In those cases, Y'CbCr has a positive gain but signicantly smaller
than its average gain, thus a negative tendency on the coding performance in
those images is perceivable for all color spaces. Especially in those images, many
sharp edges are visible and the color content on one side of the edge is not highly
correlated to the color content on the other side of the edge. The dierences in
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Image Average PSNR Average PSNR Average PSNR
Gain [dB] Gain [dB] Gain [dB]
using YCbCr using Y'CbCr using YUV
as baseline as baseline as baseline
`1' 0.0624 0.0928 0.0732
`2' -0.0668 -0.0845 -0.0368
`3' -0.2394 0.0824 -0.6358
`4' -0.0325 0.0017 -0.2449
`5' 0.0423 0.1008 0.0863
`6' 0.0966 0.1302 0.1564
`7' 0.0480 0.0767 0.0115
`8' 0.0958 0.1237 0.1326
`9' 0.1147 0.1349 0.1868
`10' 0.1395 0.2309 0.2167
`11' 0.0300 0.0791 0.0263
`12' 0.0781 0.0534 0.1261
`13' 0.1179 0.1162 0.1236
`14' -0.0517 -0.0901 -0.0538
`15' -0.0518 -0.0486 0.0024
`16' 0.0812 0.1545 0.1415
`17' 0.0845 0.1265 0.1553
`18' 0.0952 0.1283 0.1113
`19' 0.0500 0.1003 0.0947
`20' 0.0399 0.0581 0.1320
`21' 0.0799 0.1535 0.1305
`22' 0.0642 0.1371 0.0762
`23' -0.4293 0.0525 -1.1956
`24' 0.1448 0.1903 0.2081
`1pmw' 0.1832 0.1659 0.2331
`ATI' 0.0289 0.1388 0.1586
`Airplane' 0.5197 0.5079 0.4287
`Baboon' 0.0003 0.2097 -0.4955
`Barbara' 0.1054 0.1294 0.1155
`Boats' 0.0913 0.0840 0.1348
`DCTA' 0.2134 0.2063 0.2457
`Gl Boggs' 0.4427 0.3519 0.4673
`Goldhill' 0.2324 0.2395 0.2485
`Huvahendhoo' 0.2076 0.2254 0.2698
`LagoonVilla' 0.0791 0.0551 0.1229
`Lake June' 0.1223 0.1211 0.1388
`Lenna' 0.2070 0.2472 0.2197
`Patrick' 0.1130 0.0778 0.1489
`Pepper' 0.2158 0.2130 0.1769
`PMW' 0.1696 0.2188 0.2078
`Serous-02' 0.1245 0.0917 0.1606
`Sunset Water Suite' 0.2036 0.3482 0.7866
Whole dataset 0.0967 0.1435 0.0952
Success rate 36/42 39/42 35/42
Table 2.3: PSNR-Gain values for the whole dataset with dierent baseline color
transform. PSNR-Gain of each image is measured at dierent rates and averaged.
 is equal to 2.5.
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Image Average PSNR Average PSNR Average PSNR
Gain [dB] Gain [dB] Gain [dB]
using YCbCr using Y'CbCr using YUV
as baseline as baseline as baseline
Whole dataset 0.0948 0.1432 0.0941
Success Rate 36/42 39/42 35/42
Table 2.4: PSNR-Gain values for the whole dataset with dierent baseline color
transform. PSNR-Gain of each image is measured at dierent rates and averaged.
 is equal to 3.
Image Average PSNR Average PSNR Average PSNR
Gain [dB] Gain [dB] Gain [dB]
using YCbCr using Y'CbCr using YUV
as baseline as baseline as baseline
Whole dataset 0.0967 0.1411 0.0965
Success Rate 35/42 39/42 35/42
Table 2.5: PSNR-Gain values for the whole dataset with dierent baseline color
transform. PSNR-Gain of each image is measured at dierent rates and averaged.
 is equal to 2.
Image Average PSNR Average PSNR Average PSNR
Gain [dB] Gain [dB] Gain [dB]
using YCbCr using Y'CbCr using YUV
as baseline as baseline as baseline
Whole dataset 0.0609 0.1207 0.0521
Success Rate 31/42 34/42 31/42
Table 2.6: PSNR-Gain values for the whole dataset with dierent baseline color
transform. PSNR-Gain of each image is measured at dierent rates and averaged.
No threshold was used, i.e. the whole image was coded with our method.
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color content of certain blocks compared to their previous blocks are not as well
detected by the threshold approach of Section 2.1 as in most other images of our
dataset. The color estimate is therefore not accurate, resulting in a larger coding
error.
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Figure 2.2: PSNR-vs-CR performance of the `24' image from the Kodak dataset
for xed color transforms and the color weight method. (a) Original Image, (b)
Rate-Distortion curve. Our method outperforms the baseline transforms. Figure
reproduced from Reference [1] with permission.
In Figures 2.2 - 2.2 the rate-distortion curves for `24', `23', `Serous-02' and
`Lenna' are given. While v24', `Serous 2' and `Lenna' are images where our
method outperforms the baseline transforms, in image `23' this is not the case.
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Figure 2.3: PSNR-vs-CR performance of the `23' image from the Kodak dataset
for xed color transforms and the color weight method. (a) Original Image, (b)
Rate-Distortion curve. The baseline transforms outperform our method. Figure
reproduced from Reference [1] with permission.
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Figure 2.4: PSNR-vs-CR performance of the `Lenna' image for xed color trans-
forms and the color weight method. (a) Original Image, (b) Rate-Distortion
curve. Our method outperforms the baseline transforms. Figure reproduced
from Reference [1] with permission.
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Figure 2.5: PSNR-vs-CR performance of the `01122182-0033-rgb' image (second
image in microscopic image dataset) for xed color transforms and the color
weight method. (a) Original Image, (b) Rate-Distortion curve. Our method
outperforms the baseline transforms. Figure reproduced from Reference [1] with
permission.
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(b)
(c)
Figure 2.6: A visual result of image `24' from the Kodak dataset coded by JPEG
using a quality factor of 80%. (a) Original, (b) JPEG coded version using Y'CbCr
and (c) JPEG coded version using the color weight method with Y'CbCr. Figure
reproduced from Reference [1] with permission.
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Images with strong, saturated color content that changes abruptly seem to per-
form worse with our method than with the baseline transform.
In Figure 2.2, a visual example of our coding results is given. Figure 2.2 (a)
shows the original cropped image, while Figures 2.2 (b)-(c) show the coded ver-
sions using Y'CbCR and our method based on Y'CbCr, respectively.
Similar experiments were also carried out for a dataset consisting of 51 mi-
croscopic images. This dataset was taken from [2]. Cells are colored by the
international standard of coloration of [61]. Therefore, it has a limited color con-
tent, which is dierent from the color content of natural images as used in the
previous experiment. The dataset consists of eight bronchial images, ten serous
images and 33 dierent cell images. The results can be seen in Tables 2.7 - 2.10.
Our method provides a signicant gain over the standard color transform, up to
an average 0.5 dB.
It is possible to devise a compression scheme for microscopic images by using
image segmentation. In JPEG compression one can use a quality factor, which
ranges from 0 to 100, where 100 denotes lossless compression and all other values
below denote lossy compression where image delity is decreasing with the value
of the quality factor. In microscopic images of Serous data [2], a large number
of the images show a lot of background. Allocating a lot of bits to these image
regions is a waste of ressources, since these regions are of no interest for the prac-
titioner. One may decrease the quality factor for these regions while increasing
the quality factor for the foreground regions. For example one may choose
qb = a  qn (2.10)
and
qf = (2  a)  qn; (2.11)
where qb and qf denote the quality factors of the background and foreground,
respectively and qn denotes the quality factor that would be chosen if one would
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Image Average PSNR Average PSNR Average PSNR
Gain [dB] Gain [dB] Gain [dB]
using YCbCr using Y'CbCr using YUV
as baseline as baseline as baseline
1 0.1816 0.2523 0.2952
2 0.1204 0.1864 0.1973
3 0.2131 0.3218 0.3051
4 0.1244 0.1980 0.2044
5 0.1165 0.1604 0.2076
6 0.1265 0.1709 0.2016
7 0.1787 0.2146 0.2701
8 0.1236 0.1319 0.2228
9 0.4874 0.4298 0.5057
10 0.4907 0.5000 0.5239
11 0.3927 0.4057 0.5843
12 0.3974 0.3729 0.4475
13 0.4249 0.4462 0.6996
14 0.3707 0.3803 0.6418
15 0.6498 0.6400 0.7446
16 0.3937 0.3741 0.4524
17 0.3959 0.3873 0.4759
18 0.2574 0.2058 0.7414
19 0.2710 0.2740 0.7392
20 0.2261 0.2777 0.3289
21 0.2992 0.3228 0.6336
22 0.3054 0.3027 0.7169
23 0.1910 0.1753 0.4611
24 0.2684 0.1934 0.4788
25 0.2620 0.2586 0.5628
26 0.4066 0.3756 0.6622
27 0.3775 0.3933 0.6911
28 0.3665 0.3208 0.6472
29 0.3276 0.3180 0.5650
30 0.4576 0.4737 0.6702
31 0.3643 0.3205 0.5450
32 0.2863 0.2662 0.7242
33 0.5397 0.5667 0.5864
34 0.3039 0.3349 0.3651
35 0.4152 0.4698 0.4952
36 0.5036 0.5409 0.5419
37 0.5002 0.5070 0.5372
38 0.6791 0.6483 0.7942
39 0.4365 0.3987 0.5008
40 0.4904 0.5093 0.6956
41 0.3485 0.3439 0.7660
42 0.4446 0.4650 0.4905
43 0.3304 0.3866 0.3665
44 0.3475 0.4062 0.3718
45 0.4216 0.4254 0.4545
46 0.4259 0.4373 0.4927
47 0.3065 0.2638 0.3636
48 0.3452 0.3383 0.3959
49 0.1396 0.0571 0.2289
50 0.1949 0.1391 0.2679
51 0.3026 0.3551 0.3769
Whole dataset 0.3398 0.3460 0.4949
Success rate 51/51 51/51 51/51
Table 2.7: PSNR-Gain values for the whole microscopic image dataset with dier-
ent baseline color transform. PSNR-Gain of each image is measured at dierent
rates and averaged.  is equal to 2.5.
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Image Average PSNR Average PSNR Average PSNR
Gain [dB] Gain [dB] Gain [dB]
using YCbCr using Y'CbCr using YUV
as baseline as baseline as baseline
1 0.1889 0.2586 0.3065
2 0.1236 0.1893 0.2048
3 0.2246 0.3333 0.3192
4 0.1289 0.2077 0.2099
5 0.1125 0.1603 0.2061
6 0.1262 0.1718 0.2016
7 0.1787 0.2185 0.2734
8 0.1268 0.1326 0.2294
9 0.4874 0.4298 0.5098
10 0.4916 0.5000 0.5270
11 0.3927 0.4057 0.5843
12 0.3995 0.3729 0.4493
13 0.4435 0.4558 0.7155
14 0.3818 0.3793 0.6566
15 0.6500 0.6401 0.7514
16 0.3855 0.3792 0.4575
17 0.3977 0.3913 0.4945
18 0.2757 0.2105 0.7676
19 0.2760 0.2687 0.7546
20 0.2593 0.3132 0.3434
21 0.3045 0.3365 0.6433
22 0.3034 0.3045 0.7268
23 0.2039 0.1597 0.4708
24 0.3013 0.2221 0.5519
25 0.2816 0.2648 0.5940
26 0.4040 0.3749 0.6743
27 0.3670 0.4002 0.6677
28 0.3630 0.3277 0.6699
29 0.3231 0.3463 0.5740
30 0.4745 0.4857 0.7254
31 0.4083 0.3440 0.6356
32 0.3267 0.2837 0.7708
33 0.5437 0.5667 0.5937
34 0.3039 0.3349 0.3675
35 0.4152 0.4698 0.4952
36 0.5036 0.5409 0.5419
37 0.5039 0.5101 0.5387
38 0.6857 0.6483 0.8098
39 0.4357 0.4093 0.5039
40 0.4901 0.5099 0.7020
41 0.3477 0.3486 0.7725
42 0.4547 0.4784 0.5029
43 0.3412 0.3991 0.3867
44 0.3603 0.4194 0.3892
45 0.4430 0.4452 0.4823
46 0.4319 0.4422 0.5004
47 0.3146 0.2701 0.3706
48 0.3676 0.3610 0.4186
49 0.1414 0.0572 0.2304
50 0.1988 0.1391 0.2718
51 0.3196 0.3658 0.3955
Whole dataset 0.3474 0.3526 0.5086
Success rate 51/51 51/51 51/51
Table 2.8: PSNR-Gain values for the whole microscopic image dataset with dier-
ent baseline color transform. PSNR-Gain of each image is measured at dierent
rates and averaged.  is equal to 3.
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Image Average PSNR Average PSNR Average PSNR
Gain [dB] Gain [dB] Gain [dB]
using YCbCr using Y'CbCr using YUV
as baseline as baseline as baseline
1 0.1747 0.2398 0.2783
2 0.1201 0.1846 0.1910
3 0.2051 0.3084 0.2919
4 0.1228 0.1911 0.1908
5 0.1200 0.1632 0.2077
6 0.1250 0.1717 0.1987
7 0.1765 0.2121 0.2683
8 0.1197 0.1278 0.2173
9 0.4780 0.4298 0.4990
10 0.4912 0.4967 0.5020
11 0.3927 0.4057 0.5760
12 0.3886 0.3697 0.4456
13 0.4133 0.4172 0.6897
14 0.3623 0.3534 0.6343
15 0.6442 0.6371 0.7332
16 0.3881 0.3709 0.4317
17 0.3674 0.3705 0.4652
18 0.2391 0.1919 0.7304
19 0.2563 0.2674 0.7036
20 0.2030 0.2580 0.3174
21 0.2822 0.3154 0.5947
22 0.2912 0.2943 0.6845
23 0.1981 0.1756 0.4296
24 0.2433 0.1651 0.4466
25 0.2437 0.2230 0.5292
26 0.4024 0.3708 0.6454
27 0.3819 0.4050 0.6839
28 0.3530 0.3220 0.6094
29 0.3234 0.3202 0.5152
30 0.3754 0.4365 0.5915
31 0.3102 0.2363 0.4636
32 0.2731 0.2395 0.7007
33 0.5290 0.5548 0.5821
34 0.2931 0.3264 0.3517
35 0.4152 0.4698 0.4952
36 0.5036 0.5409 0.5319
37 0.5027 0.5043 0.5395
38 0.6392 0.6104 0.7430
39 0.4056 0.3862 0.4618
40 0.4839 0.5051 0.6879
41 0.3587 0.3379 0.7645
42 0.4251 0.4481 0.4671
43 0.3169 0.3720 0.3429
44 0.3361 0.3911 0.3511
45 0.3836 0.3946 0.4157
46 0.4152 0.4286 0.4753
47 0.3006 0.2538 0.3513
48 0.3207 0.3092 0.3677
49 0.1368 0.0549 0.2265
50 0.1941 0.1359 0.2652
51 0.2900 0.3288 0.3543
Whole dataset 0.3278 0.3338 0.4753
Success rate 51/51 51/51 51/51
Table 2.9: PSNR-Gain values for the whole microscopic image dataset with dier-
ent baseline color transform. PSNR-Gain of each image is measured at dierent
rates and averaged.  is equal to 2.
34
Image Average PSNR Average PSNR Average PSNR
Gain [dB] Gain [dB] Gain [dB]
using YCbCr using Y'CbCr using YUV
as baseline as baseline as baseline
1 0.1948 0.2631 0.3185
2 0.1295 0.1990 0.2210
3 0.2398 0.3411 0.3418
4 0.1372 0.2152 0.2288
5 0.1084 0.1632 0.1966
6 0.1254 0.1728 0.2050
7 0.1777 0.2183 0.2799
8 0.1247 0.1326 0.2293
9 0.4874 0.4298 0.5098
10 0.4916 0.5000 0.5270
11 0.3927 0.4057 0.5843
12 0.3995 0.3729 0.4509
13 0.4571 0.4588 0.7432
14 0.3835 0.3793 0.6724
15 0.6486 0.6401 0.7501
16 0.3950 0.3792 0.4757
17 0.4158 0.4005 0.5210
18 0.2843 0.2146 0.7981
19 0.2697 0.2647 0.7478
20 0.3060 0.3443 0.4281
21 0.2892 0.3387 0.6586
22 0.3175 0.3164 0.7390
23 0.1979 0.1647 0.4716
24 0.3333 0.2256 0.5854
25 0.2766 0.2764 0.6189
26 0.4026 0.3759 0.6786
27 0.3783 0.3972 0.6790
28 0.3390 0.3112 0.6582
29 0.3513 0.3510 0.6334
30 0.5010 0.4857 0.7579
31 0.4328 0.3450 0.6722
32 0.3445 0.2997 0.8111
33 0.5437 0.5667 0.5983
34 0.3039 0.3349 0.3675
35 0.4152 0.4698 0.4952
36 0.5037 0.5423 0.5437
37 0.5039 0.5101 0.5422
38 0.6857 0.6483 0.8118
39 0.4569 0.4111 0.5250
40 0.4894 0.5099 0.7002
41 0.3500 0.3486 0.7814
42 0.4815 0.4968 0.5344
43 0.3656 0.4259 0.4247
44 0.3875 0.4443 0.4307
45 0.4798 0.4751 0.5299
46 0.4372 0.4437 0.5090
47 0.3343 0.2883 0.3948
48 0.4074 0.3918 0.4717
49 0.1414 0.0572 0.2316
50 0.1961 0.1365 0.2711
51 0.3310 0.3718 0.4093
Whole dataset 0.3558 0.3580 0.5248
Success rate 51/51 51/51 51/51
Table 2.10: PSNR-Gain values for the whole microscopic image dataset with
dierent baseline color transform. PSNR-Gain of each image is measured at
dierent rates and averaged. No threshold was used, i.e. the whole image was
coded with our method.
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compresss all image regions with the same quality factor. a is a parameter that
can have values ranging from 0 to 1. Figure 2.2 shows the example image 1 from
our microscopic image data set and its segmentation based on the threshold
algorithm that will be developed in Chapter 4. Table 2.11 shows the averaged
results for our dataset. The results are inferior to the adaptive color transform
scheme presented above, however it is better on average than standard JPEG
and relies on only a very simple pre-processing step, i.e., to nd the threshold. If
the average of a given block is below that threshold it is considered as foreground
and compressed accordingly. Similarly, it is considered as background if the mean
value of the given block is above the threshold. The thresholding must perform
very well for this method to work. The images in our dataset show objects in
front of a white background where the objects are usually signicantly darker
than the background. Therefore, these images are relatively easy to segment.
For other types of images more elaborate pre-processing steps may be necessary.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.7: Example of the segmentation using the algorithm described in Chap-
ter 4. (a) shows the original image 1 from the microscopic image dataset and
(b) shows the segmentation, where white pixels denote background and black
pixels denote foreground. Original image repoduced from Reference [2] with
permission.
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Image Average PSNR
Gain [dB]
using KDE
segmentation
1 0.0338
2 -0.0321
3 0.0487
4 -0.0215
5 -0.0092
6 -0.0098
7 0.0234
8 -0.0039
9 0.0972
10 0.1149
11 0.0234
12 0.1007
13 0.1364
14 0.1092
15 0.1604
16 0.0405
17 0.0757
18 0.0567
19 0.0318
20 0.0410
21 0.0432
22 0.0766
23 -0.0832
24 0.0916
25 0.0258
26 0.1282
27 0.0047
28 0.0480
29 0.0057
30 0.1594
31 0.1417
32 0.0590
33 0.0840
34 -0.0056
35 -0.0101
36 0.0812
37 0.0831
38 0.1628
39 0.0291
40 0.2056
41 0.1051
42 0.1383
43 -0.0715
44 -0.0248
45 0.2101
46 0.1403
47 0.1151
48 0.1324
49 0.0033
50 0.0109
51 0.1088
Mean 0.0631
Success rate 41/51
Table 2.11: PSNR-Gain values for the whole microscopic image dataset using
the KDE segmentation of this section. The parameter a was chosen as 0.99.
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Chapter 3
CLASSIFICATION OF
FOLLICULAR LYMPHOMA
IMAGES BY REGION
COVARIANCE AND A
BAYESIAN CLASSIFIER
USING SPARSITY IN
TRANSFORM DOMAIN
Follicular lymphoma (FL) is the second most common form of non-Hodgkin
lymphoma. It aects mainly adult patients in the western world and repre-
sents 20-25% of non-Hodgkin lymphomas in the United States [62]. According
to [63]: \FL is a follicular center B cell derived malignancy that is characterized
by typical morphologic, immunophenotypic and cytogenetic ndings. Classical
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follicular pattern results from accumulation of malignant B-lymphocytes includ-
ing small-cleaved cells (centrocytes), and large non-cleaved cells (centroblasts).
Histological grading of FL is critical for proper risk stratication and is used to
guide choice of optimal therapy for FL patients. Histological grading is based on
the average number of centroblasts manually counted by the pathologist in ten
random standard microscopic high power elds (40x) representing neoplastic fol-
licles. This manual method even when performed by expert hematopathologist
has well documented high inter- and intra-observer variability leading to poor
reproducibility of FL grading."
The world health organization (WHO) denes three dierent gradings for
FL [64]:
 Grade 1: 0-5 centroblasts per high-power eld (HPF)
 Grade 2: 6-15 centroblasts per HPF
 Grade 3: More than 15 centroblasts per HPF
Examples for these three grades are shown in Figure 3.1.
Previous studies [28] have mimicked the manual approach of pathologists,
i.e., identifying the numbers of centroblasts in the sample, where the following
steps are taken:
1. Segmentation of Cellular Components
2. Identifying Individual Cells
3. Centroblast Detection
Based on the numbers of detected centroblasts, a decision on the grade of the
sample can be made.
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(a) FL grade 1
(b) FL grade 2
(c) FL grade 3
Figure 3.1: Examples of FL images used in this study: (a) FL grade 1, (b) FL
grade 2 and (c) FL grade 3
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In the present study, a dierent approach is chosen. The philosophy behind
this is the following: Features that pathologists and molcecular biologists are
interested in with respect to biomedical images are oftentimes hard to model on
an image level, e.g., forms of cells may dier drastically. However, object features
like this may be decomposed into several low-level components. The interplay of
these low-level features can be measured by their covariance matrix, which can
be used as a tool for classication. This study is a continuation of [3], where a
similar classication scheme was established and which drew again on [23].
The organization of this chapter is as follows: In Section 3.1, the features used
in this study are introduced. Section 3.2 deals with the adopted classication
procedure. In Section 6.2 the experiments are described and discussion of the
results is given.
3.1 Feature Extraction
In order to achieve decent classication results, the choice of features that rep-
resents the data in a discriminative manner is of highest importance. The sam-
ples shown in the images are stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) dyes,
therefore displaying a specic color content. According to this observation, the
following feature vector is chosen:
v(xi; yj) = [L(xi; yj); a(xi; yj); b(xi; yj); Hp(xi; yj); Ep(xi; yi)]; (3.1)
where L; a; b denote the components of the La*b*-colorspace [65] and Hp and Ep
denote the projections of the image on the vectors H and E, according to [66].
Hp and Ep therefore denote the parts of the original images that were stained
with haematoxylin and eosin (H&E), respectively. Examples of these projections
for the image shown in Figure 3.1 (c), can be seen in Figure 3.2. The La*b*-
colorspace was chosen due to its perceptual uniformity [67].
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(a) Hp
(b) Ep
Figure 3.2: Examples of of the Hp and Ep for the grade 3 image of Figure 3.1
(c): (a) Hp, (b) Ep
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Block extraction
Lab conversion
H & E projection
Classification Step 1:
Detect Grade 3
Covariance computation
for Grade 1 & 2
Classification Step 2:
Detect Grade 1 & 2
Figure 3.3: The procedure of the proposed FL classication method.
From these feature vectors a covariance matrix for a discrete 2-dimensional
image region W of size M -by-N can then be obtained by using
C(xi; yj) =
1
MN
MX
i=1
NX
j=1

v(xi; yj)  
T


v(xi; yj)  

; (3.2)
where  is the mean vector of all feature vectors in the discrete image region.
A fast computation of this procedure was introduced in [23] and used for object
tracking and object recognition. The eigenvalues of this covariance matrix denote
the prinicpal curvatures of the entries of the feature vector within the image re-
gion. These eigenvalues will be used as features for classication in Section 3.2.2.
The whole procedure is shown in Figure 3.3. In Section 3.2.1 the features used for
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classication will be the histograms of the L and Hp components of the feature
vectors.
3.2 Classication
3.2.1 First classication stage
This subsection deals with the classication of grade 3 FL images. As can be
seen in Figure 3.1, images from grade 1 and 2 are signicantly dierent from
grade 3 in terms of color content and brightness. This is made more clear in
Figure 3.4, where the histograms of the L and Hp components of the example
images from Figure 3.1 are shown.
Therefore, the task to be solved in this section is the following: Classify
images from grade 1 and 2 into class A and images from grade 3 into class B. The
procedure is the following: Histograms of the features L and Hp are computed
for a training and test set. The histograms of the test image are compared to the
average histogram of the training set using the Kullback-Leibler divergence [68].
The test image is assigned to the class where the Kullback-Leibler divergence is
smallest.
3.2.2 Second classication stage
In the previous section images from grade 1 and 2 were assigned to class A and
images from grade 3 were assigned to class B. This section deals with the task
of assigning the images in class A to grade 1 or grade 2, respectively.
In [69] the dierences between discriminative, i.e., parametric, and genera-
tive modelling approaches of posterior distributions for image classication and
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(a) FL grade 1
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(b) FL grade 2
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(c) FL grade 3
Figure 3.4: Examples of the histograms of L (right) and Hp (left) used in the
rst step of classication: (a) FL grade 1, (b) FL grade 2, (c) FL grade 3.
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object recognition were explored. It was found that generative approaches, while
computationaly more costy, yield better performance than their discriminative
counterparts in general. However, it is usually not straightforward to model a
posterior distribution given a set of data. Computing a histogram from the data
as an estimate for the posterior distribution may not work due to the limited
size of the training data and the resultant unoccupied bins in the estimate of the
distribution. Unlike [69] no articial probability models are assumed in order to
estimate a Bayesian model from the image data. In this chapter, a sparse rep-
resentation in the transform domain of the feature parameter data is assumed.
This allows us to ll the missing holes in the distribution in a smooth manner. In
the well-known Bayesian estimation problem, the posterior distribution is given
by:
p(ljv) = p(vjl)p(l)P
i p(vji)p(i)
; (3.3)
where l denotes the class label and v denotes some feature vector of the image
data. In this case, the random vector v represents the eigenvalues of the re-
gion covariance matrix and all classes are equally likely. If prior distributions
are known, one needs to compute the likelihood function in order to nd the
desired posterior distribution. Therefore, the rest of this section will focus on
the likelihood function.
As discussed above, an estimate for the likelihood in Eq. 3.3 can be obtained
easily by computing a histogram from the training data set. However, a specic
v from the test set may not be included in the training set, therefore, calculating
the likelihood and the posterior distribution for the feature vector in question
may not be possible using the histogram only. The proposed method uses sparse
representations of the data histograms in discrete cosine transform (DCT) do-
main to compute an estimate of the full likelihood function. Note that no form of
the distribution, e.g. Gaussian, of the data is assumed beforehand. The only as-
sumption is that the conditional probability density functions (PDF) has a sparse
representation in either Fourier, DCT or wavelet domain. Using the sparsity of
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a signal in a transform domain has been widely used in signal processing in dig-
ital waveform coding including JPEG and MPEG family of standards. In recent
years, the concept of sparsity is also used to estimate a given signal from ran-
dom measurements in compressive sensing (CS) [30]. The proposed method uses
sparsity in DCT domain to estimate the conditional PDFs from the histogram
of image features. Intuitively, one may expect likelihood functions of continuous
random variables obtained from natural images as smooth functions, i.e., their
representation in Fourier, DCT or wavelet domain is somewhat sparse, because
natural signals and images are relatively smooth and compressible by DCT based
algorithms such as JPEG. In the proposed method, the histogram h(vjl) of each
image class is computed from the training set. Then, h(vjl) is transformed into
Fourier space or one of its derivatives. In the experiments carried out for this
study, the DCT which is the most widely used image transformation method is
used:
g(Yjl) = DCTfh(vjl)g (3.4)
where g(Yjl) represents the DCT domain coecient vector (array in multidi-
mensional case). Size of the DCT should be selected larger than the bins of the
histogram. The DCT has fast O(N  logN) implementations.
Using the sparsity assumption, only the highest q percent of DCT domain
coecients are retained and the remaining DCT coecients are set to zero. All
band-limited signals are of innite extent in the frequency domain, therefore all
the gaps are lled when the reduced g^(Yjl) is inverse transformed to its original
domain. As in natural images most of the highest q percent of DCT coecients
turn out to be in the low-pass band corresponding to low indexed DCT coef-
cients. This q percent ltered DCT coecient set is inverse transformed to
its original domain and normalized. The resultant p^(vjl) is an estimate of the
unknown likelihood of the data. The estimated p^(vjl) turns out to be smooth
functions because of the low-pass "ltering" in the DCT domain. After this es-
timation step, the posterior probability distribution on the left hand side of Eq.
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3.3 can be readily computed. An example for this method is given in Figure 3.5.
There is the possibility that p^(vjl) may contain negative values. One can then
proceed to use an iterative method by setting the negative values to zero and
transforming it again to DCT domain, this time retaining the q+#(Iterations)
highest DCT coecents, followed by another inverse DCT, until no negative co-
ecients in the resultant p^(vjl) are present. This iterative method will eventually
converge, since it is a projection onto a convex set (POCS) [70].
In the classication step, one image is chosen as test image for each class, all
other images of the respective class are assigned as training images, leading to
L dierent classiers, where L denotes the number of classes. Each test image
is fed in a block-by-block manner to one of the L classiers that were computed
from the training set, in order to nd a posterior probability for each class. For
each feature a posterior PDF is computed and results are averaged. The block
is assigned to the class that yields the largest posterior probability. After all
blocks have been fed to the classication process, a nal decision for the image
is made according to the highest number of class labels for the blocks. However,
only when at least 50% of all blocks in an image are assigned to one class, is the
image classication counted as a success.
3.3 Experimental Results
For the experiments, a dataset of 90 images per grade was used. The images
were of size 1313-by-2137 pixels. The size of the blocks used in Section 3.2.2
was 15-by-15. The number of blocks per image was 12126. For the experiments,
a \leave-one-out" was used, i.e., the training set contained 89 images per grade
and the test set contained one image per grade. The classication procedure was
carried out 90 times, such that each image was at least once in the training and
test sets.
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(a) Histogram of data (b) DCT of (a)
(c) Reduced DCT of (a) (d) Inverse DCT of (c)
Figure 3.5: Depiction of the algorithm described in Section 3.2. The histogram
in (a) which has empty bins is transformed into (b) using DCT. In (c) the values
of the high frequency coecients are set to zero. The inverse DCT of (c) yields
an estimate for the likelihood function that has only non-empty bins, see (d).
Note that in (d), bins may have very small likelihood values but larger than zero.
Figure reproduced from Reference [3] with permission.
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Classication Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3
Method
Sparsity smoothing 98.89 98.89 100
SVM 100 0 100
Table 3.1: Image recognition rates (%) for all three grades and two classiers
dierent classiers in the second stage: The proposed sparsity smoothing and
SVM.
Two experiments were carried out. In both experiments the rst stage clas-
sication from Section 3.2.1 was used. In the rst experiment the second stage
classication according to Section 3.2.2 was used. The feature vector used is
given in Equation 3.1. In the second experiment the second stage classication
was replaced with a support vector machine (SVM) using the implementation of
LIBSVM [71] with a radial basis function (RBF) kernel, where  was chosen as
0.7 and C was chosen as 1 after cross-validation.
Table 3.1 shows the image accuracy rates of the combined classication pro-
cedure. The rst stage from Section 3.2.1 is identical in both cases. In the rst
row the results for the proposed sparsity smoothing classier are shown, in the
second row the results for the SVM are shown. For both grade 1 and 2 the
proposed method misclassies one image resulting in an accuracy of 98.8 %. For
grade 3 it classies all images correctly, i.e., 100% accuracy. The SVM shows
a rather incompetitive performance not being able to classify grade 2 correctly.
The weaknesses of the proposed method can be seen in Table 3.2. In this table
the accuracy of the second classication step for image blocks are shown. The
proposed method can on average classify less than 70% of the blocks in an image
correctly. However, it does so consistently. Large image sizes are therefore vital
for good results. Again, the performance the SVM is poorer.
The reason for the wrong classications of our method in the experiments have
actually been due to the rst-stage classier. One may in future investigate other
features for this step, for example taking advantage of the distinct morphology of
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Classication Grade 1 Grade 2
Method
Sparsity smoothing 67.833.37 69.643.93
SVM 63.929.44 19.720.66
Table 3.2: Mean and standard deviations of block recognition rates (%) for
grades 1 and 2 and two dierent classiers in the second stage: The proposed
sparsity smoothing and SVM.
Feature Class A Class B
L 0.0051 0.0168 0.15880.0979
Hp 0.0099 0.0288 0.02750.0207
Table 3.3: Mean and standard deviations of Kullback-Leibler divergence for test
images from Grade 1 to the training images of class A (grade 1 and 2) and class
B (grade 3) with L and Hp features.
the images. In Tables 3.3 - 3.5, the average Kullback-Leibler divergences of the
test set to the training set for class A and B are shown with respect to all three
grades. The tables show the behavior of both features used in the rst-stage
classier.
Feature Class A Class B
L 0.00820.0070 0.10270.0387
Hp 0.0036 0.0024 0.01420.0062
Table 3.4: Mean and standard deviations of Kullback-Leibler divergence for test
images from grade 2 to the training images of class A (grade 1 and 2) and class
B (grade 3) with L and Hp features.
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Feature Class A Class B
L 0.1681 0.0396 0.0147  0.0115
Hp 0.0188 0.0085 0.0027  0.0025
Table 3.5: Mean and standard deviations of Kullback-Leibler divergence for test
images from Grade 3 to the training images of class A (grade 1 and 2) and class
B (grade 3) with L and Hp features.
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Chapter 4
BANDWIDTH SELECTION IN
KERNEL DENSITY
ESTIMATION USING
FOURIER DOMAIN
CONSTRAINTS
Estimating an underlying distribution from data is a widely studied problem [25].
Probability density function (PDF) estimation approaches can broadly be di-
vided into two classes: parametric estimation and non-parametric estimation.
An important branch of non-parametric estimation is the kernel-based approach,
which is frequently referenced as kernel density estimation (KDE) [27]. In this
approach, an estimate for the underlying density gX(x) is given by
g^X(x;) =
1
N
NX
i=0
k(x  vi); (4.1)
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where N is the number of data points, vi with i = 0; 1; 2; :::; N denotes the
observed data and  is called the bandwidth of the kernel k, which corresponds
to the standard deviation for Gaussian kernels.
The performance of KDE depends largely on the bandwidth of the kernel,
which, if not chosen appropriately, can result in an over-smoothed or an under-
smoothed estimate for larger than or smaller than the appropiate bandwidth,
respectively. An appropiate choice for the bandwidth should decrease the mean
integrated square error (MISE) [72]. In [32] several techniques for bandwidth
estimation have been evaluated and it has been concluded that the most ecient
method is the \plug-into-equation" approach of Sheather, et al. [31], [73], where
the bandwidth  is determined by minimizing the MISE [72]. For mathematical
tractability, minimization of the approximate MISE (AMISE) is carried out in
[72], and the optimal  can be chosen accordingly. More clearly, the MISE can
be written as
MISE (g^X(x; )) = E
Z
(g^X(x;)  gX(x))2 dx

; (4.2)
where Ef  g denotes the expectation operator. Conversely, if (gX(x) has a
continuous p-th derivative, the AMISE can be written as
AMISE() =
1
N
Z
k2(x) dx+ 
2p

pk(x)
p!
2

Z
(gpX(x))
2 dx: (4.3)
Minimizing Eq. (4.3) with respect to , one arrives at the following bandwidth
estimator:
^AMISE =
"
(p!)2
R
k2(x) dx
2p 2p k(x)
R
(gpX(x))
2 dx
# 1
2p+1
: (4.4)
The p-th derivative of gX(x) has to be estimated from a parametric family, since
normally we don't have access to the original distribution. This is called the
\pilot estimate" and relies on a-priori assumptions, which may be or may not be
correct. \Pilot estimates" will be discussed further in the following paragraph.
There are also other ways of estimating the bandwidth. Reference [27], for
example, discusses \leave-one-out" cross-validation (CV) as another tool. In [32],
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this method was evaluated as somehow inferior to the \plug-into-equation" ap-
proaches, therefore the general opinion in the statistics community is that CV-
type approaches tend to produce under-smoothed estimates of a distribution.
However, Loader [33] is at odds with this broad categorisation, stating that \the
comparisons between classical and plug-in approaches presented in the literature
have several weaknesses. First, plug-in approaches, through the specication of
tuning parameters for pilot estimates, eectively make substantial prior assump-
tions about the required bandwidth and will fail if this information is wrong.
Second, the plug-in approaches obtain much of their information from the data
through the use of higher order pilot estimates; if classical approaches are also
allowed to consider higher order methods, better estimates result. Third, plug-in
methods are not rescued by asymptotic analysis showing better rates of conver-
gence; assumptions about the underlying function make the resulting estimate
asymptotically inecient, regardless of how good the bandwidth selector is."
In this chapter, we propose a method for estimating the bandwidth of the
kernel by minimizing a new cost function consisting of the CV term and an
l1 constraint implemented in the Fourier domain. The computational cost of
implementing the estimator in Eq. 4.1, is O(N2) multiplications, which for large
datasets may be prohibitive. A signicant number of studies have been devoted to
KDE, especially with the goal of reducing its computational burden [74], [73] and
[75]. In [75], Eq. (4.1) is implemented in the Fourier domain via multiplication.
The order of solving Eq. (4.1) in the Fourier domain is then O(Nlog(N)) by
using the fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. The proposed method takes
advantage of the sparsity of the data in the Fourier domain.
In Section 4.1 we review the CV method as proposed by Silverman [27] and
propose a new cost function for CV that includes an l1 term. In Section 4.2, we
present simulation results.
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4.1 CV-based cost function for Bandwidth Es-
timation
In [27], the least-squares cross-validation was introduced as a way to nd an
estimate g^X(x; ) that minimizes the integrated square error (ISE)
ISE(g^X(x;)) =
Z
(g^X(x;)  gX(x))2 dx
=
Z
g^2X(x) dx  2
Z
g^X(x;)  gX(x) dx+
Z
g2X(x) dx:(4.5)
Since the last term in Eq. (4.5) does not depend on the data, it is sucient to
nd an estimate that minimizes the rst two terms of the ISE, denoted by
R (g^X(x; )) =
Z
g^2X(x) dx  2
Z
g^X(x;)  gX(x) dx: (4.6)
According to [27], Eq. (4.6) can be estimated by
M0() =
Z
g^2X(x;) dx 
2
N
NX
l=0;l 6=i
g^X i(vl; ); (4.7)
where g^X i(vl) denotes the discrete density estimate constructed from all the
datapoints except the i-th observation vi.
In the CV approach, the bandwidth  is estimated by minimizing M0(). In
the following, the problem is stated in the Fourier domain: Let gx(x) denote the
original distribution from which N samples are drawn independently. Eq. (4.1)
can be written as a convolution as follows:
g^x(x; ) = k(x)  1
N
N 1X
i=0
(x  vi); (4.8)
It is straight forward to see that the Fourier transform of Eq. (4.8) is
G^x(!;) = K(!)  1
N
N 1X
i=0
e j!vi = K(!)  H^(!); (4.9)
where K and H^(!) are the Fourier transforms of the kernel k and the data,
respectively. Implementation of Eq. (3) is carried out using the Discrete Fourier
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Transform (DFT). A discrete estimate H^[k] of H^(!) can easily be obtained by
using uniform binning of the data in the interval [ L;L] into N intervals and
computing the FFT of the binned data, which is the histogram h^[i]. If the kernel
k(x) is chosen to be a Gaussian function with variance , its Fourier transform
K(!) is again a Gaussian and can be written as
K(!) = e
 2!2
2 : (4.10)
which is also discretized in the DFT based implementation. In the proposed
approaches,  will be estimated as the minimizer of the l1 norm of g^X(x;).
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show that cross-validation is in fact inferior to Sheather's
method when measured over our dataset. To improve the performance of cross-
validation based techniques we propose to introduce an l1 norm constraint in the
Fourier domain.
4.1.1 Cross-validation using l1 Norm in Fourier Domain
As mentioned above, the least-squares cross-validation tends to under-smooth its
estimate of a distribution. Under-smoothing means that the Fourier transform
of the estimate has large support in Fourier domain. Therefore, one would prefer
estimates that are somewhat sparse in the Fourier domain. A large body of
literature on sparsity exists, e.g., in [30]. Sparsity in the Fourier domain can be
achieved by minimizing the l0 norm of the DFT coecients. While computing
the l0 norm of a signal is NP-hard, we can approximate it by the l1 norm, which
is far easier to compute. Taking this into account, we propose the new cost
function as follows:
min
^
M0() +   jFfg^X(x; )gj1; (4.11)
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where the second term denotes the l1 norm of the discrete Fourier transform of
g^X(x;) as follows
jFfg^X(x;)gj1 =
K
2
 1X
k=0
jG(k)j; (4.12)
where K is the DFT size and G(k) denotes the DFT coecients.
The parameter  in (4.11) is the linear combination parameter. Since the
rst term is in the sample domain and the second term is in Fourier domain
they have dierent proportions. We want them to contribute to the overall cost
function (4.11) in an approximately equal manner.
The remaining problem is now to nd a suitable . One can carry out a
greedy search to nd suitable parameter values, but this would make the method
computationally inecient. One may be interested in nding an estimate for 
from the data.
We propose to choose  between 1
Nlog2N
and 1
N2
. The DFT coecients are
dened as
V [k] =
N 1X
n=0
v[n]e
 j2kn
N (4.13)
and are much larger than sample domain coecients in terms of amplitude. In
our experiments, a  value of 1
aNlog2N
, where a denotes the standard deviation
of jFfg^X(x;)gj, yielded acceptable results.
4.1.2 Cross-validation using l1 Norm and Filtered varia-
tion
The performance of the cost function dened in (4.11) can be increased by using
a lter w[n] as follows:
min
^
M0() +   jFfg^X(x;)g W (!)j1; (4.14)
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where W (!) denotes the Fourier transform of the lter w[n].One can have many
choices of windows and lters. The so-called ltered variation (FV) frame-
work was introduced in [76]. In this chapter we investigate the following lters:
wh[n] = f12 ; 12g, wl[n] = f14 ; 12 ; 14g and wq[n] = f 116 ; 18 ; 316 ; 14 ; 316 ; 18 ; 116g. The rst l-
ter wh[n] is the Haar lter, the second lter wl[n] is a simple half-band lter and
the third one, wq[n], has an approximate cut-o frequency of

4
in the discrete
time Fourier domain.
We will present experimental results in the next section. It can be seen in
Tables 4.5 - 4.10 that ltering the Fourier domain data generally produces better
results than using only the l1 norm constraint.
4.2 Simulation Results
The performance of the proposed methods are evaluated by using 15 test distri-
butions from [72]. These are mixtures of Gaussians of several avors. Some of the
original PDFs are smooth and unimodal, some of them are multimodal and have
sharp peaks. N random variates were independently drawn from each of the dis-
tributions. The performances of the methods under test were measured against
the original test distributions under two dierent error criteria: Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence and Mean Integral Square Error (MISE).
In the experiments, the inuence of dierent choices of N on the performance
of the proposed method was investigated. N was varied between [26; 27; :::; 212].
For each N , the experiments were again carried out 500 times for each distribu-
tion and results were averaged. Results can be seen in Tables 4.1-4.10. In these
tables, the gain in dB over Sheather's method is given for dierent distributions
and dierent N values. LetMs denote the value of either KL divergence or MISE
for Sheather's method and let Mp denote the respective value for our proposed
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method. Then the gain in dB can be dened as
G = 10  log10Ms
Mp
: (4.15)
A positive value of G in the tables suggests that our proposed method yields lower
Kl-divergence or MISE than Sheather's method and is therefore preferable. We
used Raykar's implementation [73] of Sheather's method. Note that both this
implementation and our proposed methods are self-adjusting, i.e., the only input
is the actual data and no parameter tuning is necessary. Tables 4.1 and 4.2
show the results for traditional CV that minimzes (4.6). It is clear to see that
traditional CV is in most cases inferior to Sheather's method, as it tends to
over-smooth the estimates of the distributions. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show the
results for the method proposed in subsection 4.1.1. Here we add the l1 term
to the minimzation, according to (4.11). The results instantly improve, and our
method performs on average better than Sheather's method. The added l1 term
balances out the tendency of traditional CV to over-smooth. In Tables 4.5 -
4.10 we show the results when we introduce ltering to CV as mentioned in
(4.14) from subsection 4.1.2. Again, this method performs better than CV with
only l1 and no ltering. These results suggest that the proposed cross-validation
method including the l1 term performs better than Sheather's method. However,
it does not hold for all values of N . Our experiments suggest that our proposed
methods show better performance than Sheather's method for N  128. In this
range the achieved gain is as high as approximately 2 dB. The performance can
be increased by adding low-pass lters to the constarints as shown in subsection
4.1.2. In our experiments  was consistently chosen as 1
aNlog2N
, as explained in
subsection 4.1.1.
Some examples are given for N = 1024 and one set of data drawn from the
15 example distributions. Our method using the l1 term and wq[n] was used
for these gures. Figure 4.1 shows the estimated  values for all distributions.
In this gure, traditional CV's tendency of over-smoothing is hinted at, since
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Distribution N=64 N=128 N=256 N=512 N=1024 N=2048 N=4096
Number
1 -20.78 -25.48 -29.48 -31.21 -30.05 -26.72 -23.75
2 -17.84 -23.40 -27.46 -29.07 -27.78 -24.71 -21.72
3 -1.95 -6.93 -11.52 -14.22 -13.28 -11.01 -8.11
4 -9.07 -13.37 -17.14 -18.22 -16.52 -13.10 -9.81
5 -2.68 -5.69 -9.22 -11.67 -11.96 -9.97 -7.01
6 -18.77 -24.22 -27.77 -30.89 -28.11 -25.23 -22.51
7 -19.92 -25.26 -28.08 -28.58 -26.61 -24.38 -20.52
8 -17.27 -21.98 -25.89 -28.17 -25.94 -22.93 -19.43
9 -17.83 -23.76 -26.69 -28.98 -25.87 -23.86 -20.67
10 -8.34 -10.50 -11.15 -10.49 -14.85 -13.14 -9.84
11 -17.08 -24.78 -26.65 -28.34 -24.28 -19.84 -14.67
12 -7.84 -12.33 -14.04 -14.80 -10.39 -5.34 -0.04
13 -16.73 -22.98 -24.20 -25.32 -20.02 -14.79 -10.09
14 11.08 7.40 4.65 6.97 8.10 13.50 16.47
15 5.96 -1.15 -2.60 0.96 2.31 9.25 13.98
Average -10.60 -15.63 -18.48 -19.47 -17.68 -14.15 -10.51
Table 4.1: KL divergence gain in dB over Sheather's method for traditional
cross-validation
Distribution N=64 N=128 N=256 N=512 N=1024 N=2048 N=4096
Number
1 -23.90 -29.18 -33.84 -35.76 -33.90 -29.85 -26.03
2 -20.55 -26.75 -31.18 -33.29 -30.84 -27.07 -23.76
3 -0.36 -6.64 -10.97 -13.50 -11.16 -8.36 -4.98
4 -1.79 -8.05 -13.23 -16.25 -14.09 -10.89 -7.48
5 1.54 -4.66 -11.39 -15.43 -14.11 -10.17 -6.41
6 -24.03 -28.59 -32.40 -34.96 -31.17 -27.96 -24.70
7 -23.26 -28.58 -31.76 -32.22 -29.24 -26.61 -22.49
8 -20.82 -25.36 -29.19 -31.79 -28.29 -24.64 -20.53
9 -23.47 -28.15 -30.46 -32.33 -28.22 -25.54 -21.82
10 -5.24 -6.75 -7.26 -6.63 -12.79 -11.69 -8.34
11 -19.56 -29.04 -28.56 -29.80 -23.54 -17.26 -10.70
12 -10.16 -14.18 -15.79 -16.85 -12.50 -7.53 -2.18
13 -18.17 -24.27 -24.04 -24.21 -16.96 -10.42 -4.68
14 -6.84 -9.27 -12.33 -9.47 -6.81 0.06 4.53
15 -9.95 -11.60 -13.78 -9.08 -5.60 2.42 7.77
Average -13.77 -18.74 -21.75 -22.77 -19.95 -15.70 -11.45
Table 4.2: MISE gain in dB over Sheather's method for traditional cross-
validation.
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Distribution N=64 N=128 N=256 N=512 N=1024 N=2048 N=4096
Number
1 -20.40 -0.21 -0.80 -1.48 -1.73 -1.85 -2.16
2 -17.35 -0.66 -1.21 -1.47 -1.73 -1.61 -1.90
3 -1.03 2.83 2.66 2.01 1.18 0.52 0.08
4 -8.79 -0.89 -1.07 -1.03 -0.90 -0.69 -0.45
5 -2.60 -0.20 -0.57 -0.43 -0.14 0.04 0.28
6 -18.34 0.96 0.63 0.06 -0.45 -0.52 -0.73
7 -19.12 -0.32 0.07 -0.02 -0.27 -0.50 -0.57
8 -16.79 0.44 0.14 -0.12 -0.43 -0.64 -0.65
9 -17.38 0.49 0.94 0.48 0.20 -0.25 -0.42
10 -8.04 0.99 4.99 6.85 0.96 -0.25 -0.29
11 -16.64 0.77 0.42 0.05 -0.32 -0.35 -0.41
12 -7.23 1.89 2.53 2.03 2.26 3.27 4.28
13 -16.29 0.46 0.24 -0.09 0.34 1.21 2.19
14 11.68 1.30 4.28 6.91 9.00 11.02 12.51
15 6.57 0.70 2.17 7.85 11.61 14.54 16.72
Average -10.12 0.57 1.03 1.44 1.30 1.60 1.90
Table 4.3: KL divergence gain in dB over Sheather's method for proposed cross-
validation with l1 term.
Distribution N=64 N=128 N=256 N=512 N=1024 N=2048 N=4096
Number
1 -23.68 -0.54 -1.31 -2.13 -2.32 -2.53 -2.77
2 -20.25 -0.88 -1.45 -1.57 -1.82 -1.54 -2.03
3 0.19 3.09 3.68 3.78 3.26 2.78 1.95
4 -1.64 1.76 1.66 1.14 0.83 0.46 0.24
5 1.56 -0.26 -0.57 -0.50 -0.28 -0.24 -0.26
6 -23.79 0.39 -0.09 -0.62 -1.05 -1.03 -1.21
7 -22.78 -0.20 -0.22 -0.47 -0.79 -0.96 -1.01
8 -20.54 0.26 -0.03 -0.09 -0.27 -0.48 -0.40
9 -23.21 0.22 0.31 -0.01 -0.02 -0.35 -0.43
10 -5.08 1.99 9.33 12.53 3.83 1.25 0.66
11 -19.32 0.27 -0.11 -0.34 -0.52 -0.23 -0.12
12 -9.81 1.24 3.04 3.22 3.33 3.98 4.56
13 -17.92 0.19 0.03 0.22 1.63 3.54 5.06
14 -6.32 0.65 2.15 3.34 4.29 5.42 6.71
15 -9.48 0.24 0.63 3.89 7.52 10.62 12.95
Average -13.47 0.56 1.14 1.49 1.18 1.38 1.59
Table 4.4: MISE gain in dB over Sheather's method for proposed cross-validation
with l1 term.
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Distribution N=64 N=128 N=256 N=512 N=1024 N=2048 N=4096
Number
1 -20.54 -0.21 -0.81 -1.52 -1.74 -1.86 -2.17
2 -17.55 -0.67 -1.22 -1.49 -1.75 -1.61 -1.92
3 -1.44 2.85 2.65 2.00 1.17 0.51 0.06
4 -8.88 -0.92 -1.10 -1.07 -0.93 -0.73 -0.47
5 -2.62 -0.21 -0.59 -0.46 -0.16 0.02 0.27
6 -18.51 0.96 0.63 0.05 -0.46 -0.53 -0.74
7 -19.46 -0.32 0.07 -0.03 -0.28 -0.51 -0.58
8 -16.98 0.44 0.13 -0.13 -0.45 -0.65 -0.66
9 -17.55 0.50 0.93 0.48 0.20 -0.25 -0.43
10 -8.15 0.99 4.99 6.83 0.94 -0.26 -0.31
11 -16.81 0.77 0.42 0.05 -0.33 -0.36 -0.41
12 -7.47 1.90 2.53 2.03 2.27 3.29 4.32
13 -16.46 0.46 0.24 -0.10 0.33 1.19 2.18
14 11.45 1.34 4.35 7.05 9.17 11.26 12.69
15 6.33 0.73 2.24 8.05 11.74 14.65 16.82
Average -10.31 0.57 1.03 1.45 1.32 1.61 1.91
Table 4.5: KL divergence gain in dB over Sheather's method for proposed cross-
validation with l1 term. wh[n] was used.
Distribution N=64 N=128 N=256 N=512 N=1024 N=2048 N=4096
Number
1 -23.77 -0.55 -1.32 -2.18 -2.33 -2.55 -2.78
2 -20.39 -0.90 -1.47 -1.59 -1.84 -1.55 -2.05
3 -0.08 3.12 3.69 3.80 3.28 2.79 1.96
4 -1.70 1.77 1.67 1.14 0.83 0.46 0.25
5 1.55 -0.27 -0.59 -0.52 -0.28 -0.24 -0.26
6 -23.89 0.38 -0.09 -0.63 -1.06 -1.04 -1.22
7 -23.00 -0.20 -0.23 -0.48 -0.80 -0.98 -1.03
8 -20.66 0.25 -0.04 -0.10 -0.28 -0.49 -0.40
9 -23.32 0.22 0.30 -0.02 -0.03 -0.36 -0.44
10 -5.14 2.01 9.36 12.54 3.84 1.25 0.67
11 -19.42 0.27 -0.11 -0.35 -0.53 -0.23 -0.12
12 -9.97 1.24 3.05 3.23 3.34 4.00 4.59
13 -18.03 0.19 0.03 0.21 1.64 3.55 5.07
14 -6.56 0.67 2.17 3.38 4.35 5.50 6.79
15 -9.69 0.25 0.65 3.99 7.59 10.67 13.00
Average -13.60 0.56 1.14 1.50 1.18 1.39 1.60
Table 4.6: MISE gain in dB over Sheather's method for proposed cross-validation
with l1 term. wh[n] was used.
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Distribution N=64 N=128 N=256 N=512 N=1024 N=2048 N=4096
Number
1 -20.56 -0.22 -0.81 -1.53 -1.74 -1.87 -2.17
2 -17.58 -0.68 -1.23 -1.50 -1.76 -1.62 -1.92
3 -1.50 2.86 2.65 1.98 1.15 0.50 0.05
4 -8.90 -0.94 -1.14 -1.10 -0.96 -0.75 -0.48
5 -2.62 -0.22 -0.61 -0.47 -0.18 0.01 0.26
6 -18.53 0.97 0.63 0.05 -0.46 -0.54 -0.75
7 -19.50 -0.32 0.07 -0.03 -0.30 -0.52 -0.59
8 -17.01 0.44 0.13 -0.14 -0.45 -0.66 -0.66
9 -17.57 0.50 0.93 0.47 0.19 -0.26 -0.43
10 -8.16 0.99 4.99 6.80 0.94 -0.28 -0.31
11 -16.83 0.76 0.42 0.04 -0.34 -0.36 -0.42
12 -7.51 1.90 2.53 2.03 2.29 3.31 4.34
13 -16.48 0.46 0.24 -0.10 0.33 1.18 2.18
14 11.42 1.38 4.43 7.17 9.29 11.39 12.79
15 6.30 0.75 2.30 8.25 11.82 14.70 16.85
Average -10.34 0.58 1.03 1.46 1.32 1.62 1.92
Table 4.7: KL divergence gain in dB over Sheather's method for proposed cross-
validation with l1 term. wl[n] was used.
Distribution N=64 N=128 N=256 N=512 N=1024 N=2048 N=4096
Number
1 -23.78 -0.56 -1.33 -2.20 -2.34 -2.56 -2.79
2 -20.40 -0.91 -1.48 -1.61 -1.85 -1.57 -2.06
3 -0.11 3.14 3.71 3.80 3.29 2.80 1.97
4 -1.71 1.78 1.68 1.14 0.83 0.47 0.25
5 1.55 -0.28 -0.61 -0.52 -0.28 -0.24 -0.26
6 -23.90 0.38 -0.10 -0.63 -1.06 -1.05 -1.22
7 -23.03 -0.20 -0.23 -0.49 -0.82 -0.99 -1.03
8 -20.68 0.25 -0.04 -0.11 -0.28 -0.50 -0.41
9 -23.33 0.22 0.29 -0.03 -0.04 -0.37 -0.44
10 -5.15 2.03 9.39 12.55 3.85 1.26 0.67
11 -19.43 0.24 -0.12 -0.35 -0.54 -0.23 -0.13
12 -9.99 1.25 3.05 3.24 3.35 4.01 4.61
13 -18.04 0.19 0.02 0.21 1.64 3.54 5.07
14 -6.60 0.69 2.20 3.42 4.38 5.55 6.83
15 -9.72 0.26 0.66 4.09 7.62 10.69 13.02
Average -13.62 0.56 1.14 1.50 1.18 1.39 1.61
Table 4.8: MISE gain in dB over Sheather's method for proposed cross-validation
with l1 term. wl[n] was used.
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Distribution N=64 N=128 N=256 N=512 N=1024 N=2048 N=4096
Number
1 -20.57 -0.25 -0.86 -1.63 -1.81 -1.95 -2.24
2 -17.59 -0.76 -1.32 -1.65 -1.89 -1.71 -2.00
3 -1.52 2.96 2.62 1.93 1.11 0.46 0.03
4 -8.90 -1.13 -1.37 -1.27 -1.07 -0.82 -0.52
5 -2.62 -0.27 -0.69 -0.55 -0.22 -0.02 0.25
6 -18.54 0.97 0.61 0.00 -0.53 -0.64 -0.79
7 -19.53 -0.29 0.05 -0.07 -0.36 -0.59 -0.64
8 -17.02 0.43 0.10 -0.20 -0.51 -0.72 -0.71
9 -17.59 0.52 0.93 0.41 0.13 -0.35 -0.48
10 -8.17 1.06 4.93 6.71 0.85 -0.34 -0.35
11 -16.84 0.76 0.40 0.00 -0.40 -0.43 -0.46
12 -7.53 1.94 2.54 2.06 2.37 3.41 4.46
13 -16.49 0.46 0.21 -0.17 0.24 1.10 2.13
14 11.40 1.68 4.99 7.94 10.07 11.95 13.03
15 6.28 0.96 3.00 9.25 12.27 14.95 17.00
Average -10.35 0.60 1.08 1.52 1.35 1.62 1.91
Table 4.9: KL divergence gain in dB over Sheather's method for proposed cross-
validation with l1 term. wq[n] was used.
Distribution N=64 N=128 N=256 N=512 N=1024 N=2048 N=4096
Number
1 -23.79 -0.61 -1.40 -2.34 -2.43 -2.67 -2.87
2 -20.41 -1.05 -1.61 -1.81 -2.03 -1.67 -2.16
3 -0.13 3.31 3.80 3.88 3.36 2.84 2.00
4 -1.71 1.85 1.70 1.17 0.87 0.49 0.28
5 1.55 -0.32 -0.68 -0.56 -0.28 -0.24 -0.26
6 -23.91 0.35 -0.15 -0.71 -1.16 -1.17 -1.28
7 -23.05 -0.21 -0.28 -0.56 -0.92 -1.09 -1.10
8 -20.69 0.24 -0.09 -0.19 -0.34 -0.56 -0.47
9 -23.34 0.20 0.27 -0.11 -0.12 -0.48 -0.50
10 -5.16 2.30 9.56 12.62 3.89 1.29 0.69
11 -19.44 0.21 -0.16 -0.41 -0.59 -0.28 -0.15
12 -10.00 1.29 3.09 3.29 3.42 4.08 4.69
13 -18.05 0.17 0.00 0.19 1.64 3.56 5.09
14 -6.61 0.82 2.38 3.61 4.59 5.74 6.93
15 -9.74 0.31 0.82 4.55 7.83 10.81 13.10
Average -13.63 0.59 1.15 1.51 1.18 1.38 1.60
Table 4.10: MISE gain in dB over Sheather's method for proposed cross-
validation with l1 term. wq[n] was used.
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Figure 4.1: Estimated  for Sheather's method and the proposed method.
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the estimated  is much lower than the corresponding bandwidths of Sheather's
method or our proposed method. Our method's bandwidths are consistently
smaller than Sheather's method, resulting in more detail in the resultant esti-
mates. Figure 4.2 shows the density estimates of the proposed methods for three
example distributions. Densities 10 and 15 shown in Figures 4.2 (j) and (o),
respectivey, are multi-modal. It is easy to see that for these multimodal dis-
tributions, the proposed method performs better than Sheather's method, since
they are able to pick up the high frequency content of the distribution. However,
for a distribution that includes sharp spikes like distribution 11 shown in Figure
4.2 (k), our proposed method performs comparable to Sheather's method. In the
next chapter we will apply the proposed bandwidth estimator to the problem of
microscopic image thresholding.
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Figure 4.2: Results of KDE for 15 example distributions used in this chapter.
Shown are the original (black), KDE with Sheather's method (blue) and KDE
with the proposed method cross validation (red) and the proposed cross valida-
tion with l1 norm term and lter (green).
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Chapter 5
IMAGE THRESHOLDING
USING MIXTURES OF
GAUSSIANS
One of the most basic tasks in image processing is thresholding. In the simplest
scenario the image can be divided into two clusters: foreground and background.
To segment the image accordingly, one needs to nd a threshold for the image
intensities [77], [78]. This chapter focuses on global thresholding. Adaptive
thresholding as in [79] or [80] will not be considered. Reference [34] provides
an in-depth look at dierent techniques for the single-threshold scenario. It also
provides several metrics with which one can measure the performance of a given
method. A very popular approach is Otsu's thresholding [36], in which the intra-
class variance is minimized by means of an iterative exhaustive search.
In this chapter, we introduce a dierent approach to thresholding. Our
method relies on an iterative algorithm that estimates a PDF based on Ker-
nel Density Estimation (KDE) [27] using a Gaussian kernel for the two clusters.
The inuence of the Gaussian mixtures is measured for the current value of the
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image intensity histogram which is assigned to one of the two clusters according
to the iteratively estimated likelihood values of the two clusters. This is contin-
ued until the current image intensity value is assigned to a dierent class than
its predecessor.
The details of the algorithm are explained in Section 5.1. The algorithm is
guaranteed to converge to a solution and does not use an exhaustive search. In
our experiments the segmentations obtained by our algorithm on average scored
higher than Otsu's thresholding method. Experimental results are presented and
discussed in Section 5.2.
5.1 Description of the Algorithm
For our threshold choice we iteratively compute two mixtures of Gaussians (one
for each cluster) using the histogram of the data as the input. We evaluate the
values of the mixtures for the two image intensity values that are next to the
previously computed mixture of Gaussians and not yet assigned to a cluster.
The intensity values are assigned to the very cluster whose likelihood estimate is
larger at the given bin.
We estimate a PDF for each cluster in an iterative manner. The update step
of the iterative algorithm works as follows: Let h[k] denote the normalised K-
point histogram. We assign the i-th level of the histogram to one of the clusters
as follows: Let pj(kjL) and pj(kjU) be the currently estimated PDFs of the
lower cluster and upper cluster, respectively. The subscript j indicates the j-th
iteration step. The PDFs are estimated using a Gaussian kernel. For the running
index i, we compare the likelihoods
jlj(ijL)j ? jlj(ijU)j ; (5.1)
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where lj(ijL) = pj(ijL)jk=i and lj(ijU) = pj(ijU)jk=i, respectively. If the left side
of Equation 5.1 is larger than the right side, then h[i] is assigned to the lower
cluster, else it is assigned to the upper cluster. Let us dene
si =
iX
l=1
h[l] 6= 1; (5.2)
where
si = si 1 + h[i]: (5.3)
pj+1(kjL) = si 1
si
pj(kjL) + h[i]
si
g(k; i; L); (5.4)
where g(k;; ) denotes a Gaussian function at point k with mean  and standard
deviation  according to
g(k;; ) =
1

p
2
exp 
(k )2
22 : (5.5)
The standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel function in the lower cluster is
denoted by L, while the standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel function in
the upper cluster is denoted by U , respectively. If the right side of Equation 5.1
is larger than the left side, the upper cluster is updated in a similar manner.
The current bin is assigned to the cluster whose likelihood function is larger
at the given bin, according to Eq. 5.1. The process continues if the cluster of
the current bin is the same as the last bin and i is incremented by one, if not,
the procedure is aborted and the arithmetic mean of the numbers i and i  1 is
the threshold that is outputted.
In Figure 5.1, the nal stage of the algorithm is shown for a toy example.
The bins that have previously been assigned to the lower cluster L are signied
by having a circle on top, while the bins that have previously been assigned to
the upper cluster U have a diamond on top. The dashed line of the likelihood
funtion of cluster U is now higher at the fourth bin than the solid line denoting the
likelihood function of cluster L, therefore bin 4 gets assigned to cluster U. Bin 4
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Figure 5.1: An illustration of the algorithm. The gure shows the nal stage of
the algorithm. Bin 4 is assigned to cluster U and the algorithm is aborted.
is assigned to a dierent cluster than its predecessor bin 3, thus, the algorithm
is aborted and the value 3.5 is the estimated threshold.
5.1.1 Bandwidth choice of the Gaussian kernel
An important parameter of KDE is the estimation of kernel bandwidth or stan-
dard deviation . In this thresholding algorithm we can use a predened band-
width [27]. However, it is also possible to select a  in an adaptive manner. In
this subsection, an adaptive variance estimation algorithm is described.
In the adaptive standard deviation estimation method,  values of the Gaus-
sian kernel are computed for each cluster separately. In a given step of the
algorithm, L is chosen according to
min
L
h[i]si   pj+1(i; L)

subject to min < L < max;
(5.6)
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where min and max are predened thresholds. The estimate for U is chosen
similarlily for the other cluster. Our experiments showed that the choice of
the two free parameters min and max doesn't need any elaborate parameter
tuning. Reasonable choices like min = 1 and max = 25 were used throughout
our experiments and should produce decent results for other types of images as
well. The estimated standard deviations of both clusters are used to construct
the estimates of the cluster likelihoods according to Eq. 5.4.
It is also possible to use (4.11) for the estimation of . The results are shown
in Table 5.2. When compared to the results using (5.6), both methods turn out
to be comparable.
5.2 Experimental Results
Results are obtained over a dataset of 49 images and their segmentation
groundtruth that was taken from [81] (19 images) and [82] (30 images). We
quantify the performance of our method versus Otsu's method using the metrics
proposed in [34] and [83], namely:
1. Region Non-Uniformity (RNU)
2. Misclassication Error (ME)
3. Relative Foreground Area Error (RFAE)
4. Edge Mismatch (EM)
5. Normalised Modied Hausdor Distance (NMHD)
6. Normalised False Detection Ratio (NFDR)
Only the rst measure doesn't require groundtruth information. All six met-
rics are normalised so that a score of 0 denotes a \perfect" segmentation, whereas
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Image # RNU ME RFAE EM NMHD NFDR
1 -0.16 -3.72 -1.12 -0.19 0.03 -0.15
2 -1.52 0.48 -39.82 -0.43 16.14 12.16
3 -0.13 13.48 31.67 0.04 1.03 5.52
4 -0.36 0.02 -5.55 -0.07 8.20 -7.06
5 -0.02 -0.07 -0.37 0.04 -0.02 -0.27
6 -1.75 5.23 40.02 0.08 6.07 11.60
7 0.06 10.00 11.74 -0.09 0.30 2.55
8 3.80 -9.21 -35.04 -0.19 -0.23 -5.43
9 1.44 10.07 -9.36 -0.87 25.44 21.20
10 -0.06 0.10 0.55 0.02 -0.01 0.16
11 0.14 1.14 0.62 0.02 0.01 0.16
12 0.38 21.30 10.56 -0.18 0.87 0.75
13 0.42 34.14 21.07 -0.13 0.32 2.98
14 0.02 61.87 -13.59 0.98 22.00 1.25
15 0.24 -2.31 -10.30 -0.03 -0.54 -5.53
16 4.32 23.96 11.86 -0.21 -0.35 3.07
17 0.64 5.16 7.58 0.07 0.09 2.60
18 -1.51 13.50 -26.83 -0.11 4.28 46.54
19 0.28 4.40 1.71 -0.02 0.15 0.34
20 4.23 55.10 -5.47 -0.82 1.63 63.49
21 -0.42 22.91 37.10 -0.08 0.76 29.14
22 -0.97 9.48 -9.91 -0.05 3.29 48.76
23 0.99 29.24 7.89 0.08 1.00 67.66
24 -1.30 2.74 37.42 -0.42 0.16 12.36
25 -0.04 0.52 0.82 0.00 -0.03 0.19
26 1.03 -1.77 3.21 1.02 -0.39 2.85
27 0.05 -0.04 0.29 4.75 -0.02 0.24
28 4.06 5.76 39.46 -0.98 -2.16 40.39
29 0.20 0.49 1.44 1.05 -0.10 0.94
30 -0.85 1.88 24.77 -0.23 5.19 27.42
31 -1.44 -3.68 -58.44 -24.20 -33.42 -8.21
32 -0.51 1.43 18.61 -0.08 -0.45 4.42
33 -0.08 7.64 10.29 0.07 0.26 2.45
34 -0.15 5.61 11.03 0.00 0.37 2.73
35 1.43 16.58 28.40 -0.22 0.16 17.50
36 -0.68 3.56 -18.97 0.00 0.96 21.36
37 -0.46 14.32 38.68 -0.08 2.63 9.71
38 2.22 -12.18 -10.98 0.04 0.55 -1.22
39 0.66 8.25 15.05 0.00 -0.12 4.80
40 2.20 -5.71 -4.77 0.06 0.15 -0.41
41 0.75 10.56 10.84 -0.12 0.26 1.42
42 -0.43 6.03 4.85 -0.01 0.01 0.27
43 -0.06 1.56 3.12 0.02 -0.09 1.03
44 -0.43 32.55 34.55 -0.10 1.13 4.31
45 0.02 2.68 0.50 0.00 0.02 0.02
46 -0.26 0.08 -17.38 -0.30 7.51 -49.66
47 -0.67 -0.59 -23.84 -0.59 27.41 -40.78
48 -0.81 -3.35 -15.71 -1.91 -6.59 -0.40
49 -1.01 2.35 8.91 -0.06 0.39 0.84
Mean 0.28 8.24 3.41 -0.50 1.92 7.27
Success rate 46.96 77.55 63.27 40.82 69.39 77.55
Table 5.1: Dierences between Otsu's method and our proposed method for
dierent distance metrics according to Equation (5.7). A positive value indicates
that our method had a lower score and was therefore better than Otsu's method.
The last row denotes the percentage of images in the dataset where our proposed
methods outperforms Otsu's method.
a score of 1 denotes a completely incorrectly segmented image. For the modied
Haussdorf distance, we used the implementation of [84] and the normalisation
from [83]. Results can be seen in Table 6.2, where the dierences of the metrics
for Otsu's and our proposed algorithm are shown. Let MO denote the value of
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Image # RNU ME RFAE EM NMHD NFDR
1 -0.13 -2.85 -0.86 -0.05 0.03 -0.11
2 -1.60 0.19 -41.94 -0.47 16.87 7.94
3 -0.12 15.31 47.20 0.00 1.91 8.61
4 -0.75 -0.31 -10.68 -0.12 4.12 -12.23
5 -0.02 -0.07 -0.37 0.04 -0.02 -0.27
6 -1.91 5.35 40.31 0.08 6.85 14.47
7 0.04 16.25 24.84 -0.15 0.61 5.53
8 2.85 -5.76 -26.26 -0.20 -0.24 -4.21
9 0.91 9.86 -39.63 -1.53 12.74 -10.18
10 -0.11 0.19 0.98 0.01 -0.01 0.29
11 0.20 1.54 0.86 0.03 0.01 0.22
12 0.24 28.31 18.77 -0.21 1.54 1.35
13 0.07 45.98 48.00 -0.14 0.63 7.21
14 -0.97 61.67 -15.66 1.17 20.30 -1.17
15 -0.25 1.87 2.69 -0.01 0.60 6.59
16 4.58 27.84 14.81 -0.27 -0.32 3.71
17 0.70 5.48 8.05 0.07 0.11 2.75
18 -2.10 13.51 -42.22 -0.13 5.20 16.99
19 0.41 6.83 2.75 -0.02 0.23 0.55
20 4.04 57.32 -15.52 -0.83 2.20 36.95
21 -0.54 25.88 16.87 -0.09 1.19 48.51
22 -1.25 10.32 -24.08 -0.05 4.30 73.33
23 0.94 33.69 -6.26 0.04 0.99 43.28
24 -1.78 2.64 13.61 -0.48 0.08 26.00
25 -0.13 1.72 2.81 0.01 -0.10 0.67
26 1.94 -0.63 6.05 1.53 -0.55 4.70
27 0.05 -0.04 0.29 4.75 -0.02 0.24
28 4.10 5.23 47.14 -0.91 -2.46 48.32
29 0.25 0.65 1.64 1.24 -0.11 1.06
30 -0.90 1.55 19.33 -0.25 5.62 33.98
31 -2.33 -5.66 -89.88 -24.56 -72.56 -8.21
32 -0.87 2.44 43.75 -0.10 -0.81 9.68
33 -0.13 12.08 20.23 0.07 0.37 4.97
34 -0.64 14.00 45.83 -0.03 1.94 15.10
35 1.57 19.58 35.53 -0.25 0.20 21.69
36 -1.00 4.89 -27.13 0.00 1.54 35.03
37 -0.73 16.98 56.53 -0.11 4.50 18.55
38 1.98 -10.65 -10.02 0.05 0.49 -1.12
39 0.83 12.65 29.25 0.00 -0.26 9.07
40 1.82 -4.70 -4.09 0.09 0.13 -0.36
41 1.26 25.29 46.37 -0.16 1.43 6.00
42 -0.54 7.79 6.76 -0.02 0.02 0.38
43 -0.06 2.22 4.56 0.02 -0.12 1.50
44 -0.77 41.66 70.66 -0.22 2.03 12.52
45 0.08 26.10 8.76 0.04 0.20 0.30
46 -0.56 -4.83 -45.98 -0.49 -2.31 -67.73
47 -0.67 -1.18 -26.25 -0.81 24.30 -40.93
48 -0.87 -4.14 -19.41 -2.17 -9.00 -0.45
49 -1.09 2.51 10.00 -0.06 0.40 0.98
Mean 0.12 10.75 5.08 -0.52 0.71 7.80
Success rate 42.86 75.51 63.27 34.69 69.39 75.51
Table 5.2: Dierences between Otsu's method and our proposed method for
dierent distance metrics according to Equation (4.14). A positive value indicates
that our method had a lower score and was therefore better than Otsu's method.
The last row denotes the percentage of images in the dataset where our proposed
methods outperforms Otsu's method.
one of the above mentioned metrics for Otsu's method and let MP denote the
respective value for our proposed method. Then the residual
R = 100  (MO  MP ) (5.7)
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(a) Original image (b) Groundtruth
(c) Our segmentation (d) Otsu's segmentation
Figure 5.2: Example in which our method performed better than Otsu's method
according to ve out of six metrics: (a) image 6 from the dataset, (b) its
groundtruth segmentation, (c) our proposed segmentation and (d) Otsu's seg-
mentation.
is the value shown in Table 6.2. A positive value denotes that our algorithm had
a lower score than Otsu's and is therefore preferable. The mean values over the
whole dataset are also given. Furthermore, the last row shows the percentage
of images in the dataset where our method outperformed Otsu's method. On
average, our method has 3% better performance than Otsu's method over the
whole dataset. In 63% of the images from the dataset our method had a better
score than Otsu's method. In Table 5.2 similar experiments were carried out,
but here (4.11) from Chapter 4 was used for the  estimation. The upper and
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lower bound of  was chosen as 5 and 2, respectively. On average, this method
has 4% better performance than Otsu's method over the whole dataset. In 60%
of the images from the dataset the l1-based method had a better score than
Otsu's method. There is no clear winner among the two proposed  estimation
methods in thsi dataset. While the l1 norm approach yields better performance
on average, the adaptive approach works better for more images.
(a) Original image (b) Groundtruth
(c) Our segmentation (d) Otsu's segmentation
Figure 5.3: Example in which our method performed worse than Otsu's method
according to three out of six metrics: (a) image 2 from the dataset, (b) its
groundtruth segmentation, (c) our proposed segmentation and (d) Otsu's seg-
mentation.
Out of the six tested metrics our algorithm on average outperformed Otsu's
method in ve cases, namely RNU, ME, RFAE, NMHD and NFDR. Furthermore,
for ME, RFAE, NMHD and NFDR, our method outperformed Otsu's method in
the majority of images in the dataset. The following discussion focuses on the 
estimation from (5.6) given Section 5.1.1.
As can be seen in Figures 5.2 - 5.4, our method generally produced segmenta-
tions where the foreground is not as well connected compared to Otsu's method.
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(a) Original image (b) Groundtruth
(c) Our segmentation (d) Otsu's segmentation
Figure 5.4: Example in which our method performed worse than Otsu's method
according to ve out of six metrics: (a) image 47 from the dataset, (b) its
groundtruth segmentation, (c) our proposed segmentation and (d) Otsu's seg-
mentation.
This was penalized by the region non-uniformity metric. An example can be seen
in Figure 5.2. In this image, Otsu's method included more background regions
into foreground compared to our method.
In Image 47 from our dataset, which is shown in Figure 5.4, respectively,
Otsu's method is rated higher than our proposed method according to ve out
of the six studied metrics. However in case of Image 47, our method again
picked up less background than Otsu's method and one can also see the texture
of the object in our segmentation. In this case the foreground object had two
levels. Our method rejected the darker levels but Otsu's method included them
to the foreground at the expense of including some background object to the
foreground. Similarily, in Image 2 shown in Figure 5.3, our method also picked
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(a) Original image
(b) Our segmentation
(c) Otsu's segmentation
Figure 5.5: Example of a possible application area: (a) cropped cell image from
the BT-20 cancer cell line, (b) our proposed segmentation and (c) Otsu's seg-
mentation.
up less background than Otsu's method. Clearly, our method produced a better
result by not including the pants of the referee in the foreground. In Image 2,
our method was rated higher than Otsu's method in three out of six metics.
Figures 5.5-5.8 show a possible application area of our method. The gure
show example images of nuclei from the cancer cell line BT-20. The number
of black areas in the cytoplasm decreases as one moves away from the nuclei,
therefore segmenting these areas in an ecent manner will be useful for the
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(a) Original image
(b) Our segmentation
(c) Otsu's segmentation
Figure 5.6: Example of a possible application area: (a) cropped cell image from
the BT-20 cancer cell line, (b) our proposed segmentation and (c) Otsu's seg-
mentation.
analysis of microscopic images. As can be seen in Figures 5.5-5.8, our algorithm
provides much better segmentations than Otsu's method.
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(a) Original image
(b) Our segmentation
(c) Otsu's segmentation
Figure 5.7: Example of a possible application area: (a) cropped cell image from
a BT-20 cancer cell line, (b) our proposed segmentation and (c) Otsu's segmen-
tation.
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(a) Original image
(b) Our segmentation
(c) Otsu's segmentation
Figure 5.8: Example of a possible application area: (a) cropped cell image from
the BT-20 cancer cell line, (b) our proposed segmentation and (c) Otsu's seg-
mentation.
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Chapter 6
CANCER CELL LINE
CLASSIFICATION USING
CO-DIFFERENCE
OPERATORS
Implementation of signal processing algorithms usually requires a large number
of multiplications. It is desirable to avoid heavy multiplication burden in ap-
plications where high energy consumption is a concern. Toward this end a new
framework for signal processing is proposed by introducing a novel vector prod-
uct denition that permits a multiplier-free implementation. The new vector
product uses an operator that denes the product of two real numbers as the
sum of their absolute values, with the same sign as the ordinary multiplication
of two numbers. Multiplication is an energy consuming operation, especially in
ARM-type processors used in tablet computers and mobile devices. Therefore,
the new operator allows users to perform image and signal processing in low-cost
processors.
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An application of the new vector product is feature extraction from images.
Recently, region covariance approaches [23] have become quite popular in the
elds of image processing and computer vision. Their application includes ob-
ject recognition, tracking and classication. Despite their superior performance,
the computational burden of computing a covariance matrix for multiple image
regions is relatively high. A computationally more ecient alternative to the
covariance matrix, the so-called co-dierence matrix was introduced [24] and
successfully applied to several application areas [85]. In this chapter, rstly, we
look more deeply into the properties of the co-dierence operator. Secondly,
we apply the co-dierence matrix to a new application area, i.e., the classica-
tion of cancer cell line images and compare its performance with the established
covariance matrix method.
In section 6.1, the proposed multiplier-less operator is dened. In section 6.2
the application of the proposed multiplier to an image classication problem is
explained and comparisons of the proposed region co-dierence matrix with the
established region covariance matrix are shown.
6.1 Vector Product and Image Feature Extrac-
tion Algorithm
Given an intensity image I of size m  n, we dene a mapping  from image
domain to feature domain as
F (x; y) = (I; x; y) (6.1)
where each pixel (x,y) is mapped to a set of features and F is a feature function
computed as a mnd array. For a given subwindow W consisting of N pixels,
let (fk)k=1:::n be the d-dimensional feature vectors extracted from W . Then, the
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covariance matrix of region W can be computed as follows
Cv =
1
N   1
NX
k=1
(fk   )  (fk   )T (6.2)
where  is the mean vector of the feature vectors inside the regionW . The covari-
ance matrix is symmetric positive-denite and of size d-by-d.The computational
complexity of the covariance matrix is relatively large, i.e., O(N). Computational
cost becomes especially important when a large image needs to be scanned at
dierent scales. In [24], an ecient multiplier-less implementation of covariance
descriptors, called co-dierence matrices, was introduced. In the co-dierence
method, an operator based on additions instead of the multiplications as in the
covariance method is used. This methodology gives comparable results in regular
texture classication [85]. Let a and b be two real numbers. The new operator
is dened as follows:
a b = sgn(c)  (jaj+ jbj); (6.3)
where sgn(c) is the sign of c and
c =
8>><>>:
a  b if a  b 6= 0
a+ b if a  b = 0
(6.4)
The operator is basically a summation operation but the sign of the results
behaves like the multiplication operation. As a result, the computational com-
plexity of signal analysis can be decreased signicantly.
We measured the eect of this speed-up and show the results in Table 6.1.
For each class of cancer cell lines we computed the covariance and co-dierence
matrices with the features that will be presented in Section 6.2.1. We mea-
sured the duration of the computations for both matrices as well as their ratio.
Computations were carried out on a computer running a Windows 7 operating
sytem with an AMD Phenom R II X6 1090T processor. We implemented both
methods using MATLAB R with simple for loops. Absolute computation time
can be increased with faster implementations, but the speed-up between the two
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methods can thus be measured eectively. In summary, for a given image from
our dataset, the computation of the region co-dierence matrices for the full fea-
ture vector was about 100 times faster when compared to the region covariance
matrices.
Class Covariance Co-dierence Co-dierence
cost [s] cost [s] speed-up [/]
1 646.63 6.02 107.43
2 761.17 7.16 106.25
3 746.21 7.08 105.33
4 380.06 3.57 106.60
5 928.97 8.85 104.96
6 1467.17 13.87 105.75
7 1444.33 13.70 105.42
8 501.49 4.66 107.51
9 535.87 5.04 106.25
10 474.77 4.43 107.22
11 536.97 5.15 104.17
12 1319.80 12.66 104.21
13 1174.06 11.19 104.88
14 592.35 5.61 105.66
Mean 822.13 7.79 105.83
Table 6.1: Covariance vs. co-dierence computational cost. The fourth column
shows the ratio of the second and third column, respectively.
We dene a new \vector product" of two N-dimensional vectors x1 and x2 in
RN as follows:
< x1;x2 >=
NX
i=1
x1(i) x2(i); (6.5)
where x1(i) and x2(i) are the i-th entries of the vectors x1 and x2, respectively.
The co-dierence matrix can be constructed from the vector product of two
vectors. One can also dene a \vector product space" analogous to an inner
product space though where our vector product satises the requirements of an
inner product except the condition of linearity in the rst argument. We dene
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the multiplication of a vector by a number a based on (6.3) and (6.5) as follows:
a x =
266666664
a x(1)
a x(2)
...
a x(N)
377777775
; (6.6)
where a is an arbitrary real number. Note that the vector product of a vector x
with itself reduces to a scaled scaled l1 norm of x as follows:
< x;x >=
NX
i=1
x(i) x(i) = 2
NX
i=1
jx(i)j = 2jjxjj1; (6.7)
We dene the co-dierence matrix for the image region R as
Cd =
1
N   1
NX
k=1
(fk   ) (fk   )T (6.8)
which can replace the covariance matrix dened in Eq. (6.2) in image classica-
tion problems.
In practice, fk values can be color pixel values, wavelet transform coecients,
directional derivatives etc. In the next section, the codierence matrix is used
in cancer cell-line image classication. A new directional correlation parameter
constructed using the new vector product is also used as a feature parameter in
covariance 6.2) and codierence matrices (6.8).
6.2 Experimental results
The new multiplication-free vector product is used in place of the conventional
inner product and the eciency of the proposed approach is demonstrated by
a microscopic image classication example. Automatic classication of biomed-
ical images is an emerging eld, despite the fact that there is a long history of
image recognition techniques [86]. Automated classication of carcinoma cells
through morphological analysis will greatly improve and speed up cancer research
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conducted using established cancer cell lines as in vitro models. Distinct mor-
phologies of dierent types and even sub-types of cancer cells reect, at least in
part, the underlying biochemical dierences, i.e., gene expression proles. More-
over, the morphology of cancer cells can infer invasivenes of tumor cell and hence
the metastatic capability.
In molecular biology studies, experimenters deal with a large number of spec-
imens whose identity have to be checked recurringly during dierent stages of
the experiment. Therefore, predicting labels of cancer cell lines in a fast and
accurate manner via a pattern classication approach will greatly enhance biolo-
gists' ability to identify dierent types of cell lines without the need to scrutinize
each and every microscopic image one by one. Although cell lines are being used
widely as in vitro models in cancer research and drug development, mislabeling
cell lines or failure to recognize any contamination may lead to misleading re-
sults. Short tandem repeat (STR) analysis is being used as a standard for the
authentication of human cell lines. However, this process takes a long time and
has to be carried out by an expert. Automated analysis, on the other hand, will
provide the scientists a fast and easy-to-use tool that they can use in their own
laboratories to verify their cell lines.
Modelling of cell morphology has been studied by several groups, for example
for ssion yeast in [87] and for e. coli bacteria in [88]. In the ssion yeast case,
dierential expression of protein aects the cell size and, therefore, cell fate,
while in the e. coli case, the topological organization is analyzed with respect
to the underlying signaling network. To the best of our knowledge there have
been no studies that have used morphology of dierent human cancer cell lines
for classication. Eventually, discrimination of 14 classes of biomedical images is
achieved, which are all images of cancer cell lines. The dataset at hand consists
of two major types of cancer cell lines, namely breast cancer and liver cancer
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(hepatocellular carcinoma) with 7 sub-classes, respectively. The dataset consists
of 280 images, i.e., 20 per sub-class.
Our approach aims to carry out the automated analysis by extracting a fea-
ture vector from the images. These feature parameters reect the large morpho-
logical diversity of the images. The six hepatocellular carcinoma, one hepatoblas-
toma and seven breast cancer cell lines were obtained from the following sources:
FOCUS ( [89]), Hep40 ( [90]), Huh7 (JCRB JCRB0403), Mahlavu ( [91]), PLC
(ATCC CRL-8024), SkHep1 (ATCC HTB-52), HepG2 (ATCC HB-8065), BT-20
(ATCC HTB-19), CAMA-1 (ATCC HTB-21), MDA-MB-157 (ATCC HTB-24),
MDA-MB-361 (ATCC HTB-27), MDA-MB-453 (ATCC HTB-131), MDA-MB-
468 (ATCC HTB-132), T47D (ATCC HTB-133).
The cell lines were seeded into dishes with 20% conuency and grown at
37oC under 5% CO2 in standard Dulbecco's modied Eagle's medium (DMEM)
supplemented with 10% FBS, 1% Non-Essential Aminoacid and 1% peni-
cillin/streptomycin (GIBCO Invitrogen) up to 70% conuency. The authenti-
cation of the cell lines was regularly checked by STR proling. Cell line images
were obtained using an Olympus CKX41 inverted microscope with an Olympus
DP72 camera with a 20x objective and recorded using 20x magnication. Some
example images of dierent cancer cell line images can be seen in Figure 6.1.
6.2.1 Feature Extraction
Microscopic cancer cell line images contain signicant amount of oriented sin-
gularities. As a result we used directional feature parameters constructed using
the new vector product and the directional dual tree complex wavelet transform
(DT-CWT) for image representation.
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Directional Dierences
In order to account for the large morphological variation of the images in our
dataset, we evaluated dierences between pixels in various directions. Consider
two pixels I(x; y) and I(x + d  cos; y + d  sin) in an image I. Clearly,
I(x+ d  cos; y + d  sin) lies on a circle, whose center point is I(x; y) and has
a radius d. Let us construct a vector of size i = 1; 2; :::; A as follows:
I = [I(1); I(2); :::; I(A)]; (6.9)
where I(i) = I(x + i  RAcos(); y + i  RAsin()),  is a specied angle and R is
a chosen radius. Then we can perform the introduced vector product according
to (6.6) as follows:
s = I(x; y) (I   ); (6.10)
where  is the scalar mean value of I. s values can be used as a directional
feature set for classication purposes.
Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform
The dual-tree complex wavelet transform (DT-CWT) has been recently used in
various signal and image processing applications [92], [93], [94] and [95]. It has de-
sirable properties such as shift invariance, directional selectivity and lack of alias-
ing, other than conventional wavelet transforms [96], [97]. In the dual-tree CWT,
two maximally decimated discrete wavelet transforms are executed in parallel,
where the wavelet functions of two dierent trees form an approximate Hilbert
transform pair [98]. Two-dimensional DT-CWT is also directionally selective in
six dierent orientations. We use DT-CWT complex coecient magnitudes in
detail subbands as pixel features and compute codierence descriptors.
LetWR (x; y) andW
Im
 (x; y) denote, respectively, the real and imaginary part
of the 2nd level complex wavelet coecient at the position (x,y) corresponding
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to directional detail subbands at orientation , where  2 f15o;45o;75og.
The magnitude of the complex wavelet coecent is then M, computed for
 2 f15o;45o;75og. Hence, for each pixel in the average image Ia(x; y),
six complex wavelet coecient magnitudes M(x; y) representing six dierent
orientations of DT-CWT are extracted. These magnitudes will be utilized as
features in the co-dierence and covariance matrix computation for randomly
sampled regions of the image Ia(x; y).
Feature vector choice
With
M(x;y) = [M1(x; y):::M6(x; y)] (6.11)
and
S(x;y) = [s1(x; y) ::: s8(x; y)] (6.12)
where 1:::6 correspond to the six orientations of DT-CWT detail subbands
f15o;45o;75og.Parameters 1:::8 correspond to the mean of the eight an-
gles of directional dierence score estimation. The feature mapping function
employed in this study is then
(I; x; y) = [Ia(x; y) jIxj jIyj jIxxj jIyyjM(x;y)S(x;y)]T ; (6.13)
where jIxj and jIxxj denote the rst- and second-order derivatives at (x; y) of the
image Ia.
In this study, the performance of covariance and co-dierence matrices is
compared to their normalised counterparts given by
C^(i; j) =
8><>:
p
C(i; j); if i = j
C(i;j)p
C(i;i)C(j;j)
; otherwise
(6.14)
as in [99], [100] and [101].
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Foreground-Background Segmentation
The images in our dataset show a large amount of background pixels. Clearly, the
background is not discriminative. Therefore, we address the issue of segmenting
the images into foreground and background before classication. For our dataset,
a simple thresholding scheme is not sucient for segmentation, since foreground
pixels have a large variance and may therefore have values higher and lower
than the background pixels. We modeled the image as a mixture of two Gaus-
sians, representing the foreground and background pixels, respectively. Using
this model, an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm was applied for seg-
mentation. The result is noisy, so a morphological closing operation was applied,
followed by median ltering. We obtained the sizes of the closing and median l-
ter kernels by comparing the scores of the segmentation results of various kernel
sizes. The used score was rst described in [102] and evaluated in [103].
Since it is necessary to focus on foreground-like regions in carcinoma cell line
images, s analysis square windows are randomly selected, as in [104], from each
image with the two constraints: the percentage of the foreground pixels in the
selected region of an image must be above 50 and the variance of the selected
region must exceed an image-dependent threshold, which is the variance of the
whole image.
Classication
For each subwindow, a codierence matrix was computed using (6.2) and the
feature vector from (6.13). The image signature is composed of s co-dierence
matrices of the same size. Each class is represented by s#(images in each
class) covariance matrices. A multiclass support vector machine (SVM) classier
is trained with an RBF kernel in the d(d + 1)=2-dimensional vector space using
the training points. SVM algorithm is implemented using LIBSVM library [71].
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For each test subwindow, the corresonding co-dierence descriptor is vectorized
and fed into the trained SVM model for prediction. Therefore, there exist s
labels for each microscopic image corresponding to s subwindows, and the image
in question is assigned the label that gets the majority of votes among s labels.
The above process is carried out for unnormalised and normalised co-dierence
matrices.
Results
In our experiments, we compared the co-dierence matrix with the covariance
matrix of our features. When both were fed into an SVM, we got the results listed
in Table 6.2. Clearly, the results are comparable, with the co-dierence matrix
outperforming the covariance matrix in the normalised case. The parameters for
the SVM were C = 1000 and  = 0:5 for covariance and co-dierence matrices.
Unnormalised Normalised Unnormalised Normalised
Covariance Covariance Co-dierence Co-dierence
97.1 97.5 96.4 97.9
Table 6.2: Classication accuracies (in %) for dierent classier inputs.
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(a) BT-20 class
(b) Cama-1 class
(c) Focus class
(d) HepG2 class
(e) huh7 class
Figure 6.1: Examples of the image classes used in our experiments. Figure
reproduced from Reference [4] with permission.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, we have studied several microscopic image processing modali-
ties and resulting problems. We have proposed several methods adressing open
problems in the image processing pipeline that follows image acquisition. Among
those problems were image compression, analysis and classication.
In Chapter 2, we have developed an ecient compression algorithm that can
be incorporated into the popular JPEG scheme. Our motivation here was the spe-
cic color content of stained microscopic images. For this reason we introduced
an image-specic color transform based on the color content of a given image.
The transform coecients were adaptively computed for each image block. The
rst row of the transform matrix was determined by the color component ratios
of previously compressed image blocks. Our experiments suggest that when this
transform is used in standard JPEG, it results in higher PSNR for a given CR
than standard colorspace transforms in general. Due to its conceptual simplicity
and computational eciency, our method can also be used in video compression.
An application where the suggested method will be especially useful is micro-
scopic images, in which the color palette is limited due to the staining process.
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Our contributions to computer-aided diagnosis are in the classication of dif-
ferent follicular lymphoma grades and cancer cell lines on an image level. In
Chapter 3, we demonstrated that the region covariance matrix can be used for
automatic classication of follicular lymphoma images in a two-stage classi-
cation framework, in which the rst stage is evaluating simple histograms from
simple features and the second stage takes advantage of the sparsity of likelihood
functions that are used in a Bayesian set-up. The classication method used in
this chapter yields better results than the straightforward application of an SVM
classier.
In order to design more ecient classiers, we looked more deeply into the
topic of sparsity constraints for probability density function estimates. Those es-
timates can be used in Bayesian classication frameworks. In Chapter 4, we de-
veloped alternative ways to estimate the bandwidth in kernel density estimation.
The proposed methods were compared with the commonly method by Sheather
et al. [31]. On average, the total variation and ltered variation methods were
found to result in higher delity than Sheather's method when measured under
mean integrated square error and Kullback-Leibler divergence. The proposed
methods are especially eective when the distribution to estimate is strongly
multimodal. Since they utilize fast Fourier transform and fast converging convex
set iterations, the proposed methods are of low algorithmic complexity.
We applied our proposed classication methods to the problem of image seg-
mentation that frequently arises in the area of microscopic images, for example
when cell nuclei need to be dierentiated from cytoplasm. In Chapter 5, a novel
algorithm for threshold determination in images was introduced. In the proposed
method we estimated likelihood functions from the histogram of the data with
a Gaussian kernel. Estimates of the free  parameter of the Gaussian function
were obtained by carrying out a simple minimization over the data. The iterative
algorithm is guaranteed to converge and does not require an exhaustive search.
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We evaluated the eciency of our algorithm using six metrics, out of which ve
vote our method as superior to Otsu's method.
In Chapter 6, a new framework for signal processing based on a novel vector
product denition that permits a multiplier-free implementation was introduced.
The main advantage of this framework is that it yields multiplication-free com-
putationally ecient algorithms for performing some important tasks in image
processing. This operator can be used to construct a so-called region co-dierence
matrix that has very similar properties to the established region covariance ma-
trix. The co-dierence matrix was successfully applied to the problem of classi-
ying cancer cell line images. The co-dierence matrix-based approach produces
slightly better results than the covariance matrix while being approximately 100-
times faster. Its computational eciency is of special signicance for the practi-
tioners in medicine and molecular biology, since faster processing times result in
higher turnover of research results.
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